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The meetins was called to order at 3.05 ~.q. 

AGENDA ITJIM 114 (continued) 

SCALE: OF ASSESSMISNTS FOR TEE APPORTIONMENT OF THE EXPENSES OF THE UNITED 
NATIONS 

The PRESIDENT (interpretation from Arabic): I should like to draw 

the Assembly's attention to document A/46/474/Add.Z, which contains a letter 

addressed to me by the Secretary-General informing me that since the issuance 

of his communications dated 17 September 1991 and 10 October I991 Sierra Leone 

has made the necessary payment to reduce its arrears below the amount 

specified in Article 19 of the Charter. 

May I take it that the General Assembly duly takes note of this 

information? 

It was so decided. 

ADDRESS BY MR. GUILLEBMO ENDARA GALIMANY. CONSTITUTIONAL PRESIDENT OF THE 
REPUBLIC OF PANAMA 

The PRESIDENT (interpretation from Arabic): The Assembly will now 

hear an address by the Constitutional President of the Republic of Panama. 

Mr. Guillermo Endara Galimanv, President of the Republic of Panama, was 

escorted into the General Assemblv Hall. 

The PRESIDENT (interpretation from Arabic): On behalf of the 

General Assembly, I have the honour to welcome to the United Nations the 

Constitutional President of the Republic of Panama, 

Mr. Guillermo Endara Galimany, and to invite him to address the Assembly. 
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President ENDANA GALIMAWT (interpretation from Spanish): The 

Republic of Panama is deeply gratified at the election of Mr. Samir Shibahi as 

President of the General Assembly, and we are confident that under his able 

guidance this forty-sixth session of the Assembly will be one of great 

importance for our Organisation. 

The work of his predecsssor, Mr. Guido de Marco, has laid the bases upon 

which to deal with the changes called for by the new international situation. 

My people are very happy at the admission of the new Members. We have 

always maintained cordial relations with the Republic of Korea, and we now 

have the hope that the Korean peninsula will be reunified. The Republic of 

the Marshall Islands and the Federated States of Micronesia are our neighbours 

of that Pacific Ocean which has linked us with Asia for so many centuries. 

Estonia. Latvia and Lithuania constitute an example of faith and courage in 

regard to liberation, culminating in recognition by the international 

community. We are fully confident that at the next session of the General 

Assembly we shall have another new Member as a result of the plebiscite to be 

conducted in Western Sahara under the auspices of the United Nations to secure 

the right of self-determination for the Saharan people. 
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(President Endara Galimany) 

A year ago. from this rostrum, I gave a brief accQunt of the recent 

history of our Republic. The vicissitudes we have experienced can be 

understood only in the light of our internal reality, which quite often is ill 

understood in certain circles. On that occasion I sought tQ emphasise certain 

of the national values we treasure. Among these are our love for democracy, 

our commitment to human dignity and our devotion tQ individual freedoms. On 

the other side of the coin is our aversion to pQverty, sectarianism and 

disease. In defence of those values, and in the struggle against those 

scourges, the Republic of Panama will always be prepared to contribute, with 

honesty and determination, not only domestically but also as a member of the 

world community. 

A year ago we were looking forward to the opportunity Qf enjoying an era 

of peace and cooperation between natians. Today we are begiMing to build the 

road to a new society for mankind. Here, the relationship between the 

super-Powers could prove to be an effective instrument. We understand that 

this is a complex situation, but we observe that positive results have already 

emerged with regard to relations among States and the freedom of peoples. The 

changes in the Soviet Union, in Eastern Europe and in Asia give rise to 

optimism, and they should prompt us to cooperation. The international 

community understands this and is supporting the positive change. For the 

Republic of Panama, the establishment of diplomatic and consular relations 

with the Soviet Union is the door to a new and significant relationship on the 

eve of the twenty-first century. 

It is in the framework of this flowering of freedom that we must confront 

the crises presented by national identities. Those crises are as 
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(President Endnra Galimany) 

understandable as were the divisions that ensued upon our independence from 

Spain in the last century. As part of greater Colombia, we lived through the 

dismemberment of a dream and the confinement of a continental vision. Today 

we are trying to recapture these. having paid the high price of fragmentation. 

Against this background, we view with concern and pain the struggles of 

Yugoslavia. We are aware of the roots of the ethnic problem but, at the same 

time, we harbour the hope that the centrifugal forces of development will 

overcome the fragmentationist forces of division, both in that country and in 

the emetging regions of Africa. 

Peaee in the Middle East calls for a new tolerance between Israel and the 

Arab countries. A conference to examine the present situation and to help to 

overcome decades of enmity is essential. It is necessary not only for the 

region and for the peace of the planet but also for the sake of programmes 

aimed at the salvation of mankind and the defence of our environment. The 

surest road to a lasting peace is a negotiated solution that will satisfy the 

specific aspirations of all the peoples concerned. 

Our Government has closely followed political developments in southern 

Africa. We believe that a serious effort is being made to revise the 

apartheid system. The Pretoria Government has adopted significant measures 

that call for impartial study, taking into account the interests of the South 

African peoples. A solution should be sought that is more in tune with the 

present international situation. 

If  the political problems of Europe and the eastern Mediterranean are of 

unquestionable importance to us all, I wish to refer to two other obstacles 

that we must overcome in this Organization and within each State. I refer to 

the poverty of man and to the impoverishment of the environment. Poverty is 
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making inroads every day. In the developing countries 1,000 miilion people 

are living in conditiona of dire need. In South America and the Caribbean 

more than half the population is having difficulty surviving. XII ttrn 

developed countries. statistics conceal broad areas of humatr misery in the 

midst of apparently general wealth. The efforts of the United Nations to 

reduce poverty are worthy of praise and support. In our subcontinent the 

United Nations Development Programme and the regional projects concerning 

critical poverty help us to tackle the problem, but t.hey are not suff i.cient. 

They must be supplemented with other measures of international cooperation. 

We in Panama have adopted a set of measures in the framework of a 

nat!onal strategy to reduce poverty. These include projects over the next 

five years focusing on health, education. housing and employment, with the 

emphasis on programmes for mother-and-child nourishment, popular housing and 

job creation. The support of non-governmental organizations has been 

demonstrably important and constitutes a mechanism for extra-governmental 

participation without vhich the democratic process would be incomplete. 

We shall ensure that next century's world is better than this one if we 

understand that we cannot create in one part of society wealth that is based 

on poverty in another part - either internationally or nationally, 

Relationships betveen North and South must change on the basis of mutual 

respect and acceptance of the just value that human labour deserves in every 

region. We need a new approach to the prices of our commodities. We need 

truly to expand international trade and investment. We need a generous vision 

concerning the use and distribution of wealth. This is a matter not of 
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paternaldem but of jurtics. For that reason it Is important that trade 

Ir&gotiatic~lln in ?.he Uruyuay E!ound of the General Ayreement on Tariffa nnd 

Trade should not become bogged down, and it is vital that regional economic 

groups should not became 80 many m@fe rones of protectionism. 

Last year I suyqested that a decade against poverty should be daciared 

with D view to chec:kd.rq the ailread nf poverky, diecase tA ignorance around 

the world. Today, in recogniainy the efforts of the United Nat.iona in t..bis 

noble endeavourr I insist that ue move forward and that the new era of 

international cooperation should extend to the poor. 

We are all concerned about the deterioration of the environment and about 

the harmful consequences that that may have for present and future 

generations. We Panamanians are doubly concerned because of our position, 

because of the nature of our natural resources and because of the impact that 

their deterioration vould have for the planet, but especially for Panama. 



Wa live betrsen two man united by a canal. The canal ir at t.ho same 

time a Panamanian ro~ource and an instrument of world trade. Our fisheries 

sncompsss the Greater Caribbean and the ilumboldt Current. We are literally 

the forward defence of .Maronia. Our KJnrien area has for several decades 

constituted a resource reserve of the first order. It is governed in the 

Pacific and Atlantic areas by organisations with the participation on an equal 

footing of all groups of indigenous peoples living there. They are 

represented at every level of Government, from local municipalities to the 

national Leqislative Assembly. 

Upsetting the ecological balance in this area would affect fisheries in 

both oceans, the operation of the Canal and interocean trade. 

My Government placed these facts on record at the recent meetinf: in 

Madrid. I wish to state decisively before this body the urgent necessity of 

quantifying the value of those reserves for mankind. They should be taken 

advantage of by all squally, by those of the North and those of the South, so 

that the land may have neither owners nor exploiters. 

The painful measures that we small countries are taking in this area call 

for the cooperation of the developed countries in both the technical and 

economic spheres. 

Aware of the implicit danger for all mankind, we have adopted the 

measures reconunended by this Orqanization concerning dumping and incineration 

of toxic and dangerous waste in the region of the Greater Caribbean. Ho have 

also taken special precautions in the transport of oil and other chemicals 

that pass tShrough the Canal. We are committed to the protection of OUK water 

resources and especially the preservation of the hydrographic basin of the 

Cana !. . 
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The World Conference on Environment and Development, to be held in Brazil 

in 1992, vi11 be of decisive importance on this topic and Panama supports all 

necessary measures to assure its rruccess. 

The military Government that preceded my own ceased to comply with the 

obligations of the State towarda international organisations and other 

creditors. It had no other purpose than illicit enrichment and the waste of 

national capital. Thus, it neither paid the debts it had contracted nor 

encouraged the development of the economy. 

My Government was obliged simultaneously to tackle unemployment, 

declining investments, an incomprehensible political hostility and th8 payment 

of the debt ve inherited from the previous regime. Our efforts have in an 

orderly fashion produced some concrete results because our domestic economy is 

recovering. The fiscal situation is gradually becoming normalized. We have 

already achieved agreements with international financial bodies and with the 

countries of the Paris Club. Finally, we have prepared a programme of 

economic adjustment to free our economy within the plan of international 

cooperation, restructuring of debt and new plans for investment. 

Our decision gradually and in a complementary way to become part of the 

Central American group is based on the trend tovards regional grouping. We 

are furthermore convinced that the countries of the area are moving in a 

democratic direction. We are proceeding cautiously, but our decision 

demonstrates a firm political will. We are avare of our function as a link to 

the South American continent, to which we are bolxnd by centuries of 

relationships, and to a Caribbean area that has since colonial times been 

related to us by blood, customs and interests. 
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the Panama Canal is preparing to be Panamanian not only in name but in 

reality as of 31 December 1999. It should be stated in this body that, 

contrary to what is sometimes heard, the Republic of Panama is preparing 

itself responsibly for the administration of this national resource, which 

also constitutes a resource of mankind. 

It has always been said to date that the land was ours and the capital 

belonged to the United States. The work conducted in the Culebra Cut at the 

cost of more than $200 million, which was necessary for several years, was 

paid for by the collection of tolls through the Canal: what amounts to the 

same thing, Panama has made the economic sacrifice implied by waiving that 

income from now until the year 2000. This participation is proof of our 

seriousness. 

Moreover, the Republic of Panama is working out a mechanism that will 

allow us to engage in cooperation with users so that the Canal can fulfil its 

double function as a national resource and as an international instrument. We 

hope to be able to submit an original plan at the second Ibero-American Summit 

at Madrid as a Panamanian contribution to the great community of peoples 

linked by the two great oceans. 

I have not forgotten that here a year ago I committed the Panamanian 

Government to the cause of freedom in our neighbouring country, Haiti. 

International determination and the Baitian will for freedom led to an 

historic election in which a humble citizen was constitutionally elected 

President. 

We know what Haiti feels today. We know that a handful of arrogant 

soldiers are doing the same thing in Port-au-Prince that other arrogant 

soldiers did in Panama two years ago. 



I 

He are here to state clearlyi t&at a democratic gmrernwnt cannot permit, 

far mhatever reason, the floutfng of the popular will in this manner, not in 

Haiti, not in Panama noor in any part of the world. All the statements about. 

poverty, underdemklopment or equality weold be eeeningleas if we mere to allow 

the will of the pnople freely expressed in exemplary elections to be defied, 

if we were to allow the Pneroea of Haitian free&km to be defeated by sophistry 

that has nothing to do with reality. 
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I have left this point for the end of my statement because it has to do 

not only with the situation of a small Caribbean country; it also has a direct 

relationship with our efforts to restructure the United Nations and to create 

a new world order based on justice. 

Here we have heard applause for the statements of those who have 

advocated the supremacy of a fair international order over internal 

injustice. As recently as Monday, the King of Spain moved the Assembly when, 

on behalf of his ancient kingdom he said, and I quote, “... human rights are 

not the internal problem of any country”. 

The tragedy in Haiti is something known to all Ibero-Americans, as well 

as many Africans, many Asians and many Europeans. The enjoyment of freedom 

involves the commitment to defend everyone’s freedom: otherwise we run the 

risk of excluding ourselves from civilized society. 

My Government supports all necessary measures to restore constitutional 

order in Haiti. We would do the same in any other case: wo accept no formal 

concessions that betray the will of the people. 

In the Organization of American States, we have maintained an unequivocal 

position ordbr that the tragedy that my country experienced in 1989 will 

not be repeated in any other country. The Organization of American States 

cannot fail in its duty to re-establish democracy in Haiti. Thia would 

endanger democracy in this continent and would undermine the existence of that 

organization. 

Therefore, the Panamanian delegation has consistently made clear its 

willingness to support any measure that could contribute efficientl; and 

effectively to tkie restoration of democracy in Haiti. I am not upholding a 

false concept of the principle fJf nonintervention, for sovereignty is founded 
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on the self-determination of a people, noe that. of any Government. I note 

with pleasure ehat on the initiative of the Latin American and Caribbean Group 

the General Assembly will shortly be considering a resolution expressing the 

concern and solidarity that our peoples and Governments feel for Haitian 

democracy. 

It is customary for the President of Brazil to open the general debate. 

Today, for the first time, a Head of State will close it. It is significant 

that, following a large country, a small one like ours should make the final 

statement. Humanity is not a question of size. We have the Netherlands, 

Greece, Switzerland and Japan as timeless reminders of the strength of the 

small countries. 

On behalf of my Government and all the peoples who have benefited from 

his constant concern for the peace and well-being of all nations, I vish to 

pay a sincere tribute to the Secretary-General of the United Nations, 

Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar. He has courageously taken up the reforms of the 

Organization. He has left the proof of his dedication and his ability in 

Afghanistan, the Middle East, Cambodia, Cyprus and Central America, to mention 

only a few places. Panama offers him, as always, all its support, so that the 

record may show that we recognise his life as one devoted first to the service 

of his country and then to the service of mankind. 

The PRESIDENT (interpretation from Arabic): On behalf of the 

General Assembly, I wish to thank the Constitutional President of the Republic 

of Panama for the statement he has just made and for his kind words addressed 

to me. 

Mr. Guillermo Endara Galimanv, Constitutional President of the Reoublic 

of Panama, was escorted from the General Assemblv Hall. 
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AGENDA ITEM 9 (-Am) 

GENERAL DRBATR 

&-pJJW&) (Granada) : It is with profound pleasure that my 

delagstion conveys to thm forty-airth sesbion of the United Nation8 General 

Aasembly the greetings of the Government and people of Grenada. It is our 

special honour to extend congratulations to you on your elaction to the 

presidancy of this forty-sixth session. We are well aware, Mr. President, of 

your outstanding qualities and competence, and we are confident that you will 

guide the work of this session in a moat exemplary manner. We also wish to 

congratulate Mr. Guide de Marco of Malta for the efficient manner in which he 

conducted the affairs of the forty-fifth session. 

The commendations of my Government are extended to the Secretary-General, 

Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar, for his indefatigable efforts in the service of 

the United Nations.* 

l Mr. Al-flimah (Qatar), 7ice-President, took the Coair. 
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My delegation im almo happy to extend m warm welcome to the new Memberr 

of the United Ietionmr the Republic of Korea, the Democratic People’ m 

Republic of Korea, the ?ederated Staten of Micronesia and the Republics of the 

Marshall Islanda, gmtonia, Latvia and Lithuania. Surely this impressive list 

of new Memberr im testimony to the profound political changes now taking place 

throughout the world. The tederated States of Micronesia and the Republic of 

the Marshall Imlandr have recently gained their independence. The Koreas have 

finally overcome decades of exclusion from membership of the United Nations. a 

condition that ham for mome time been politically untenable and wholly 

unrelated to their independent status. The Raltic States have, 80 to apeak, 

regained their independence. 

Freedom, justice and democracy have again won a splendid victory. 

It is now almost eight years since Grenada was liberated from an ideolog: 

which was alien to our political culture. Each year has posed new challenges 

to national reconstruction and to the well-being of our people. Indeed, these 

have been difficult years, and, while we have achieved some measure of 

progress, our people are aware that even bigger hurdles to national 

development lie ahead. 

Since late 1983 we have focused on the rebuilding of our economy and the 

restoration of the democratic institutions enshrined in our Constitution. In 

fact, in August this year Grenada restored those provisions of our 

Constitution held in abeyance since their suspension in March 1979, thus 

returninq our nation to full constitutional rule. In a related move, Grenada 

returned to the Eastern Caribbean Supreme Court System. These two 

accomplishments once again guarantee thp full constitutional rights of our 
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citirons. We have held two peaceful and free general election@. Previous 

Governments have done, and my Government is doing, much to cultivate political 

stability, which would cause our nationala, tourists and foreign investora t-o 

be anxious to do business with and in our beautiful country. 

Our domeotic policies are aimed primarily at encouraging individuals, 

cooperatives and businesses to maximize the returns on their enterprise and 

efforta. At the same time, we seek to enhance opportunities for our workinq 

people to attain higher standards of living, through individual initiative and 

by building the virtue of self-reliance. 

The political peace we have dutifully created ia now being supported by a 

comprehensive development strategy, ae contained in our first Medium-Term 

National Development Action Plan. We have set ourselves a number of targets, 

which include balanced and integrated sectoral growth; strnteqic human 

resource planning and development; a positive work ethic and a disciplined, 

healthy and skilled work force; a relevant and adaptive education system: 

enjoyment of all guaranteed constitutional rights and freedoms; and a peaceful 

and stable industrial relations climate. 

My Government knows well the frustrations inflicted by very limited 

resources. Our people know the disappointment and pain of unfulfilled 

expectations, None the less, both Government and people recognise the need 

for sacrifice and patience as together we strugqle to produce larger 

quantities of goods and services at more economical and competitive prices. 

Alas, however, we are constrained by the forces of the international financial 

an? commodities markets. 
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My Government is convinced that the rate of development of Grenada - 

indeed, of any small island country - is a function of international economic 

and political trends. Although to a considerable extent the characterixation 

of t&is phenomenon as global interdependence is apt, we must not lose sight of 

the blatant imbalances in economic and social development worldwide. Most 

importantly. we cannot be timid in speaking to the issue of the special 

circumstances of small island developing countries. 

The case for official development assistance and the transfer of real 

resources from the North to the South has never been as strong as it is 

today. Massive debt burden, loss of earnings due to drastic declines in 

prices for raw-material exports, persistent poverty and marginalized economies 

are salient throughout the so-called third world. We in Grenada are creeping 

under the weight of debt and the pressure of economic difficulties. We 

recognise, however, that corrective action cannot be taken in isolation from 

non-national factors and actors. 

Maximum efforts are obviously required of us. It is unfortunate, 

however, that most of our people have to look to Government for their 

well-being, and continue to do so precisely at a time when the national 

economy cannot satisfy many of their reasonable expectations. We believe, 

though, that economic restructuring has its merit and holds the promise of a 

more secure economic future. 

As individual developing countries embark upon such programmes, Grenada 

contends that enlightened support from international financial institutions is 

absolutely necessary. Debt forgiveness must be seen as a sensible option, as 

must new concessionary flows of official development assistance. The 

provision of special trade and investment regimes in favour of developing 
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countries is vital to the economic viability of small States in particular at 

this time. turthermore, the economic ad justmantr bring undertaken r egui re 

aesistance to address the social costs of such adjustments. 

The vigorous creation and consolidation of regional economic blocs 

with them new sources of unease and new challenges to small States. W’h 

economic logic and rationale for this development might be unassailable 

carry 

ile the 

, 

Grenada appeals for special consideration for the products of traditional 

suppliers. I f  guaranteed access is replaced by unbridled price competition, 

without any compensatory mechanisms, social and political chaos will ravage 

the developing countries. The market-place has no social conscience. 

The need for economic survival is no more acute in the newly free States 

of Europe than it is in the Caribbean, Latin America, Africa or Asia. 

Development, like poverty, does not discriminate between cultures. Grenada 

calls upon all States to pursue the drawing up of an e ~,uitable international 

development strategy. There is a clear need for strong multilrteral 

initiatives within existing, but revitalized and reformed agencies of the 

United Nations. These agencies should be specifically mandated and 

financially furnished to provide for the development needs of poor countries. 
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We speak perceptively in international forums of the globalization of the 

world economy and the concept of global interdependence. Por many decades 

industrialisation and the technological revolution provided vast quantities of 

goods and services, which made possible the rapid economic advancement of some 

countries. For many years too, poverty and hunger permanently resided with 

others, where millions of people eked out a meagre livelihood from limited 

natural resources. The cost of this twin phenomenon is present today in 

environmental degradation. The problems are global; the responsibilities are 

global: firm corrective action therefore requires a coordinated global 

strategy. 

It is in this context that Grenada looks foxward to the United Nations 

Conference on Environment and Development in Braail in 1992. We believe that 

tbe challenge to diplomacy and international law-making cannot be shirked. 

Restoring and maintaining a sense of balance between economic development and 

environmental preservation require equitable and effective international legal 

instruments. It is our hope that, apart from the negotiation ana conclusion 

of conventions on climate change and the preservation of biodiversity, the 

special concerns and needs of small States will meet with genuine 

understanding and firm pledges of assistance. 

Grenada calls upon the international community not to relax its efforts 

to convince the industrialised countries, in particular, of the need to take 

urgent steps to save the environment. Small States must be assisted to find 

alternatives that will enable them to enjoy the beauty of the environment, 

rather than be forced to plunder its resources merely for survival. Let us go 

to Brazil with the political will and the commitment to save our planet and 

ourselves. 
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The English-•poaking Caribbean region is relatively peaceful and stable 

at this time. Thorn@ condItiona onable out counttiea to intensify the search 

for deeper forms of economic and political integration. 

Grenada wishes to te1tstat.e its position that the economic and social 

prosperity of the people of the region iB heavily dapendent upon the success 

of out integration movsment. In recent years we have regained much of the 

political conunitment oocessaty for the advancement and consolidation of the 

integration process, and Grenada is confident that the renewed vigour and 

momentum will be sustained. 

Undoubtedly, the bright prospects of improved welfare and security have 

impelled the leadstm of the island States and the Cormnonwealth of Dominica, 

Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, and Grenada to engage all 

sectors of the community in a careful and serious search for a viable form of 

political union among the four island States of the subregion. Out hopes ate 

high that we ahall be able to define ourselves as one people and to fashion an 

appropriate constitutional authority to provide for our orderly and 

progressive governance. 

Grenada believes that the need to take steps to strengthen the 

integration process in the wider Caribbean and in Latin America is becoming 

more urgent, given the pace and scope of global change. In this context we 

note the special role being played by Venezuela and Mexico and the recent 

proposal advanced by Honduras. Further cooperation and collaboration between 

countries of the region will no doubt serve to promote hemisphe- ic unity. 

Grenada welcomes, with pleasure, the easing of tensions between Belize 

and Guatemala. The recent declaration by the Government of Guatemala that it 

recoqnizes Be1 i ze ’ s r iqht to independence and self-determination is very 
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encouraging. So too is the news that the two countries have established 

diplomatic relations. We look forward to an amiable snd definitive resolution 

of remaining difficulties between the two psrties on the baais of the 

principles of mutual respect and good-neighbourliness. 

The Government of Grenada deplores, in the strongest possible terms. tho 

recent overthrow of the duly elected President of Haiti. Grenada believes 

that no comfort should be provided to the military junta which has seized 

power for its own selfish ends, in disregard of the will of the Haitian people 

for democracy, peace and progress. We call upon the international community 

to bring adequate pressure to bear on the military junta so that 

constitutional rule may be restored in Haiti. It is imperative that the 

international community give special attention to the existing problem 

regarding Haitian refugees. This has become even more urgent given the 

current situation there. 

There are some who appear to believe that the political process now 

unfolding inside South Africa requires their immediate economic endorsement. 

Grenada notes, with some measure of relief, the abrogation of some of the 

legislative pillars of the apartheid system. But the motion of the process of 

fundamental constitutional change is very slow. So far none of the recognized 

rights and freedoms has been guaranteed to the black majority. Grenada 

reiterates its position that until that preferred goal is attained economic 

sanctions should be maintained so as to bring about the total demise of 

apart.heid. My Government is also disturbed over the continuing violence in 

the black townships and deplores the perpetuation by some agencies of such 

road-blocks to the realization of a dern,?cratic South Africa. 
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The overall situation in the Middle East remains unsettled. In the 

aftermsth of the Gulf War new opportunities for peacm have emerged. Grenada 

supports the proposed Middle East Conference. In recent times t.here have been 

some noteworthy signs of positive movement and it is hoped that full advantage 

will be taken of the opportunity to settl e the long-standing differences 

between the Israelis and the Palestinians. 

The Government of Grenada has viewed with relief the demise of communism 

in Europe. Eastern Surope generally and the Soviet Union in particular have 

experienced the power of democracy. We believe that the so-called newly free 

States of Europe are a historic prize for the discharge of the cold war. That 

prize has gone, deservedly, to the people. 
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As the world feelr ita way in an era of seeming unipolarity, the recurity 

concerns of small States again come to the fore. The quemt for security 

absorb8 substantial economic resource6 that small States can ill afford. The 

vulnerability of smpll States may be defined not only in terms of direct 

attacks againat territorial integrity but also in termr of the pervasive 

conditiona of poverty and economic powerlessness. Regional cooperation 

arrangements provide an option, but it is respect for the independence of 

States, the right of their peoples to self-determination, and compliance with 

the rules of international law that constitute the best guarantee of security 

for small States. In the new international environment, Grenada see8 the 

United Nations aa having an even more vital role to play in buttressing the 

security and political independence of small States. 

The problems polled by the production, trafficking and consumption of 

illicit drugs cannot be wished away. Indeed, the very security of small 

States can be exposed and compromised by the violent and indiscriminate 

onslaught of the drug culture. F?- ally disturbing is its capacity to retard 

the development of our countries to the extent that it demands and consumes 

considerable resources that could otherwise be utilised more productively. 

Grenada is determined to persevere in the fight. We have introduced a 

number of national programmes in this area and have entered into bilateral 

cooperation agreements with friendly countries. My Government is of the view 

that regional and international agencies mandated to work in this field should 

receive the maximum support of Member States. The drug problem is global. 

The response must, of necessity, be global in scope. 

The decade of the 1990s continues to iinpose itself on the international 

c0mmunit.y as if conmissioned to effect political, economic and social change 
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worldwide. Happily, democracy and freedom have been the major beneficiaries. 

From Grenada's perspective, we hope that our national development efforts will 

not be derailed but, in fact, will receive meaningful support from 

international financial institutions and friendly countries. It is our hope 

also that the neu spirit of international cooperation vi11 be consolidated and 

deepened so as to enhance the prospect for peace. The United Nations must be 

the focal point of international activity. This forty-sixth session of the 

General Assembly must play its part in providing opportunities for, and 

facilitating decisions among, the community of nations so as to advance the 

cause of peace and secure reasonable levels of sustained development, 

especially in the developing countries. 

Mr. DUMFJUYA (Sierra Leone): It is with great pleasure, that on 

behalf of the Government and the people of the Republic of Sierra Leone, I 

congratulate Mr. Samir Shihabi on his election to the presidency of the 

forty-sixth session of the General Assembly. This is deserved testimony to, 

and appreciation of, his proven qualities and skills as a seasoned diplomat 

and a worthy son of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, a country with which we have 

always maintained cordial and friendly relations. Let me assure him of my 

delegation's fullest cooperation as the Assembly, under his leadership, forges 

ahead in the search for solutions to the problems confronting us. I should 

also like to pay a tribute to his predecessor, Mr. Guido De Marco. Minister 

for Foreign Affairs of Malta, under whose efficient direction the forty-fifth 

session made much progress. 

The principle of universality, for long the aim of the Charter, gained 

added significance with the recent admission of seven States, including 

Micronesia and the Republic of the Marshall Islands, into our midst. For 
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them, membership must be the fulfilment of an aspiration to the attainment of 

self-determination. Similarly, we extend a hand of welcome and cooperatic.: to 

the Baltic Republics of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania, whose independence and 

territorial integrity have been restored. These States have once again become 

vibrant actors on the international stage. We equally welcome the admission 

of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea and the Republic of Korea. an 

outcome that my Government had consistently supported over the past few 

years. It is our belief and hope that their presence in this international 

forum will be used to further their shared goal of eventual reunification. We 

congratulate all the new Members and note that by their membership the social 

and cultural diversity of the Organisation is further enriched. 

We meet at #is forty-sixth session on the crest of a tidal wave of 

significant developments, whose ramifications are yet to be fully understood. 

Poised as we are on what promises to be a new era, we must admit that these 

are exciting, yet challenging, times: exciting, because they offer an 

opportunity for a change in direction, or even new beginnings, in the conduct 

of international relations: challenging, because of the possible consequences 

of a wrong choice. 

It has been said in this very Hall that we cannot allow the emerging 

world order to evolve by itself. We must fashion it, nurture it and imbue it 

with those qualities or characteristics that will best serve us in the coming 

years. The nascent world order must therefore be seen as an offspring of our 

collective volition and effort. Consequently, the overriding premise should 

be that the prerequisites of such a new world order must be clearly understood 
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and the rights, Autie8 and obligations of Staten within the contort of itr 

application must be clearly spelt out. What we mu8t fashion is not a tenuous 

arrangement of uneven quality, but a compact of free nationr, whoee conduct 

will truly be sanctioned by the Charter and held accountable to the peoples of 

the world. 
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Invariably, the outcome of our efforts will depend largely on whether we 

are determined to make an auspicious start, whether we are resolved to shed 

those attitudes which have hitherto frustrated conflict resolution, inhibited 

peace-making or stifled economic development. We must be convinced of the 

efficacy of a progressively liberal and democratic approach whose 

underpinnings should be political flexibility, social compromise and clear 

economic vision. 

The situation in South Africa has been one of our agenda items for many 

years now. As a result of sustained internal and international pressure, the 

present South APrican Administration has enacted legislation to remove certain 

obnoxious laws from the statute books. However, apartheid is still firmly 

rooted in that country, and therefore it will be sn error of judgement on our 

part if we fail to maintain pressure on the South African Government. 

President De Klerk's constitutional proposals are designed above all to 

ensure that the majority of the people will never be able to exercise 

effective political power. Clearly, one cannot take seriously a system that 

makes it mandatory for a coalition Government to be formed irrespective of the 

outcome of elections. These proposals cannot form the basis for 

negotiations. At the same time. evidence has come to light confirming the 

suspicion of many that the Pretoria regime continues to coordinate the 

destructive wave of violence engulfing South Africa, particularly the African 

townships. The international community must continue to be vigilant and 

sustain pressure on the South African regime until the majority of the people 

of that country are able to determine how and by whom they should be 

governed. The retention of constitutional safeguards is one thing, but the 

perpetration of racism cannot be tolerated. 
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We are elated at the ongoing peace process in Angola and the cersation of 

hostilities between the warring parties, and we look forward to ths emergence 

of a united Angolan people. We call upon the people of Momambique to end the 

bloody conflict that has wrought so much suffering on the poor and innocent, 

particularly the woman and children. We laud the efforts of all countries, 

particularly those of the aubreqion. in their bid to find a solution to the 

crisis in that country. 

With reference to the problems in Western Sahara, we see in the United 

Nations Mission a final step on the road to resolving the conflict in that 

territory. 

Over the years, my delegation has paid tribute to the courage, patience 

and fortitude of the Cambodian people in their advereity. Today we witness 

the result of those qualities in the establishment of a Supreme National 

Council under the leadership of His Royal Highness Prince Norodom Sihanouk, 

which crystallizes the conaensua of the Cambodian people to come to terms with 

the future direction of their society in order to resume their place on the 

international scene. 

We are convinced that the healing process, after years of conflict, has 

begun, and with it will come the realization that the lessons of the past will 

forge the Cambodian people’s determination as they march towards their destiny. 

My delegation welcomes the convening of an international conference on 

the Middle East which will address the Palestinian question and the wider 

Arab-Israeli conflict. It has always been the view of this delegation that 

the Palestinians are entitled to a homeland within secure borders, where they 

can exercise their inalienable rights as a people. Therefore it should be the 

objective of all participants at that conference to achieve a comprehensive 
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peace settlement that will ensure that all the countries of that region llve 

in peace with one another within secure borders. 

Many people now agree that the African crisis is basically political in 

nature, with serious economic and social consequences. It is against that 

background that my President, Major-General Dr. Joseph Saidu Momoh, in August 

lsat year set the scene for greater participation in polltics by the people of 

Sierra Leone as well ae a greater democratlration of the political process. 

After 13 years of one-party rule, a multi-party constitution is now in place, 

and at the next election, scheduled to take place within a year, the people of 

Sierra Leone will have the opportunity of choosing those whom they would want 

to govern them. However, for multi-party democracy to function effectively, 

Government8 in our situation must be assisted to eradicate hunger, poverty and 

illiteracy, as the continued existence of deprivation of the majority of our 

peoples is likely to impact negatively on the democratic process. 

While Sierra Leoneans rejoice at the smooth and peaceful transition from 

a single-party to a multi-party constitution, our country continues to be 

invaded by rampaging bandits of Charles Taylor’s National P .triotic Front of 

Liberia. This aggression has resulted in the loss of lives of thousands of 

our people and the displacement of many more, thereby compounding the serious 

refugee problem we already have. 

We believe in the territorial integrity and sovereignty of all nations, 

irrespective of their size and wealth. Our participation in the United 

Nations coalition against Iraq following the latter’s invasion of Kuwait last 

year is an eloquent demonstration of our belief in the preservation of the 

territorial integrity of States. Sierra Leone is, therefore determined to 

repel the invasion of the eastern and southern parts cf its territory by the 
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marsuding bandits of t-he National Patriotic Front of Liberia and appeale to 

the international comnunlty for support to alleviate the suffsrjng of both our 

displaced citirenr and the refugees from Liberia. We should also lika to 

place on record our appreciation of the tremendous asaiatanca rendered to us 

by the Governments of the Republic of Guinea, the Federal Republic of Nigeria, 

the United States of America, t.he People’s Republic of China, the United 

Kingdom and other friendly countries. 

In a new world economic order where we see progress, achievement, growth 

and self-sufficiency in other parts of the world, we in Africa, particularly 

in the aub-Saharan region, continue to be marginalized, with our ailing 

economies deteriorating by geometrical progression. We continue to flounder 

in external debts, and there appears to be a calculated intention to keep us 

submerged. Programmes intended to salvage our economies and 8erve as a 

panacea for our economic woes meet with little or no support from the 

international community, Therefore they fail, and they fail dismally at 

that. A case in point is the United Nations Programme of Action for African 

Economic Recovery and Development, which at its launching had every indication 

of being a viable and potentially successful economic recovery programme. 

Today, four years after its inception, many African countries are mired in 

more economic difficulties than ever before. 
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Our Hmadr of State, at their meeting in Abuja, Rigeria, laclt June, signed 

a Treaty emtablirhing an African economic cossnunity with the objective of 

creating opportunities for economic development through coopers’ on. We shall 

fail again in this venture if the requisite international economic atmosphere 

is not created. Thor. ir therefore an urqont need for a ynlm by the 

developed uationa in their attitude towards some or all of the caumon of our 

economic problems a8 WQ see them! low conwnodity prices, a heavy external -debt 

burden, limited transfer of resources and technology, and emerging 

protectionist trade bloca. We call upon the developed countries to integrate 

the economies of our countries into the multilateral trade aystem, thus 

creating an opportunity for our impaired economies to establish productive 

trade links with more buoyant ones. 

To this end, we need, among other things, a re-examination of the 

increasingly difficult international economic environment prevailing at the 

moment. It is my delegation’s view that if an improvement in the world’s 

economy is to be assured the international community must recognize the need 

for concerted action. Hany cowtrir s in Africa have embarked on the process 

of stabiliting their economies and introducing structural adjustment 

prografmnes. This process is no doubt a painful one for the majority of our 

people, who have to contend with reduced social serv’ces. It is therefore 

essential that the question of the debt burden and other related issues 

affecting the developing countries be seriously examined. 

It is widely accepted that, for Africa, the last decade was a lost 

decade. Now that there is an improved climate of political cooperation, we 

need to pursue very actively and constructively the North-South dialoque on 

burning economic issues. Even if the entire vorld were at peace, ve could not 
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afford to look on helplessly an, every day, a large part of the population of 

our planet goes to aleep hungry. 

The international cotmnunity is cur8 ,tly engaged in a debate about 

protection of the environment. This comes after yearn of indifference to the 

ravages that man has wrought on hie surroundinga. 

Admittedly, acrone the ent.ire spectrum, rather intonne views are being 

voiced about the extent of certain aspects of environmental degradation - what 

activities are the most destructive: the impact of a comprehensive 

environmental regime on development, particularly in the developinq countries; 

and how a radical environment-oriented development system should be 

underwritten. Ttlsse are all pertinent aspects of an issue that should be 

addressed seriously. While we may differ in respect of certain areas, there 

is one point that we cannot argue against - that the environment is not only 

our common heritage but also a legacy that we shall bequeath to our children. 

That being the case, we have an insuperable obligation to engage in activities 

that will contribute both to our well-being ana, indeed, to our EurvIval. It 

is against this background that the Sierra Leone delegation regards the United 

Nations Conference on Environment and Development, to be held in Rio de 

Janeiro in 1992, as being crucial to our interests. 

The Secretary-General, in his report on the work of the Organization, 

observes that for the entire human race the stake8 in the forthcoming 

conference are high. We agree with this view, and we expect the consensus 

emerging from those negotiatiors to encompass clearly designed long-term 

strategies that will enable developing countries like ours to obtain the 

technological and material capability to deal with the deleterious effects of 

puv~rt.y and t.o embark 01: cnvironrncntal ly solJnd and. sustainable developmefit 
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practices. It is our hope that this conference will not lead to a further 

marqinalisation of the developing countries and, above all, that It will 

address seriously those aspects of thiB issue that are of particular concern 

to us. 

Before ending my statement I should like to cosunend the Secretary-Genersl 

and his staff for their untiring effortcr to help UB to achieve the aims and 

objectives of our Organisation. Mr. Perrer de Cuellar hns rendered OUtBtaIldinq 

service to the United Nations for 20 ye.lrs - during tha last lQ, as 

Secretary-General. During these years significant events have affected the 

Organisation in a fundamental way. The retreat from multilateralism has 

subsided somewhat, and the Organisation has reoccupied the centre stage in 

international relations. My delegation extends sincere best wishes to 

Mr. Perez de Cuellar as he leaves us. His selfless service will go down in 

the annals of our Organisation. 

In conclusion, I should like to recall these words of the 

Secretary-General in his report on the work of the Organization to the General 

Assembly at its forty-sixth session: 

“With its return from the doldrums, and with its role no longer 

peripheral, the United Nations has come nearer to the vision of its 

Charter.” (A/46/1, p, 22) 

Sierra Leone shares these sentiments and commits itself to working 

closely wi*h others to achieve the objectives of the Charter. 
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ADDRESS BY THE HON0URABI.E TOF1LAU ET1 ALESAllA, PRIME Ml HISTER UF Till! 

INDEPUNDENT STATE OF WESTERN SAMOA 

TBa.mmr The Assembly will now hear a statement by the Pr ime 

Minister of the Independent State of Western Samoa. 

SW&- !mLQa.c SaLea. te tJl!e ~mnfrlkt!! - 

Thnmum: I have great pleasure in volcoming the Prime 

Minister of the Independent State of Western Samoa, The Honourable 

Tofilau Eti Alesana, and inviting him to address the General Assembly. 

Pr. &.&JSAM (Samoa): May I congratulate you, Mr. President, on your 

election to your high post. Your long experience of international affairs and 

your diplomatic skills, which are well known to your colleayues, will serve 

this Assembly well. Our warm relations vith your country and with yourself 

vi11 make working with you a pleasure. 

May I also pay tribute to your predecessor - Malta’s Foreign Minister, 

Guide de Marco - for his proficient leadership of the General Assembly at its 

iast session. 
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This last year has seen a great expansion of the role of the United 

rations and an enhancement of its stature that are most gratifying to 1x5. 

Among the most recent examples in this connection is the sensitive role the 

Secretary-General has been playing regarding the hostages held in the Middle 

East, and we pray that through his efforts they may soon all be released. Wis 

quiet diplomatic skills, patience and integrity have contributed in no small 

measure to the renewed vigour of the United Nations. We thank him for his 

wise and compassionate leadership over these past difficult, but momentous8 

10 years and we wish him well in his future endeavours. He will leave a much 

more vital Organisation and a strengthened role for his successor. Whoever 

that might be, he will be able to depend on Samoa's continued faith and active 

support of the Organisation. 

The number of Members of the United Nations is increasing, and during 

this session of the General Assembly we have been pleased to welcome seven new 

Members to the Organisation. 

First of all, it gives us a great deal of satisfaction and joy to welcome 

fellow nations of the Pacific and the Pacific Rim to the United Nations. Beth 

the Federated States of Micronesia and the Republic of the Marshall Islands 

are, like Samoa, members of the South Pacific Forum, and it is a special 

pleasure to see them joining us in this international forum as well. We know 

from working with them in the region that they will add to the vitality of the 

United Nations and contribute to the attainment of its objectives. 

We have long supported the admission of the Republic of Korea to United 

Nations membership, and it pleases us to see this finally achieved. We 

believe in the advantages of universality and, with the Republic of Korea and 

the Democratic People's Republic of Korea both belonging to the United 
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Nations, we feel that an environment will be provided for reconciliation 

between them. 

We also welcome the Baltic Republics of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania - 

States we know will make a worthy contribution to our vork. They were, of 

course, members of the League of Nations, and their proud histories and 

indomitable spirits well qualify them for membership. 

Last year we spoke of the immense speed at which world events were 

moving. This year there has indeed been an acceleration of the pace, and we 

are witnessing tbe beginning of an era of a courageous new world; a world that 

requires the utmost understanding, patience, compassion and flexibility of its 

leaders: a world where the voice of the people is becoming paramount and wise 

leaders listen. Democracy is resolutely on the march across the globe and, as 

evidenced by the recent events in the USSR and also in the Gulf, those that 

stand in its vay only seem to hasten its pace. We see all about us the 

breakdown of repression and old tyrannies. 

Democracy and Ere&fXG irr6 SpiE&iXKj saiftly tbr0ughOut ES%terZi Ei;iOpe, 

vhere the Iron Curtain once barred the way, end there is now new hope for 

peoples once denied them. Sadly, violence continues in Yugoslavia. We 

welcome the Security Council resolution on this matter and endorse the arms 

embargo. We hope that the European plan succeeds in bringing peace to the 

country. 

I am encouraged that in South Africa the repressive apartheid system 

shows signs of ending. Where for so many years the world's entreaties fell on 

deaf ears, finally there is movement forward. Though the South African 

Government’s proposals for a new constitution leave much to be desired, it ir 

evident that the South African Government can no longer deny the basic rights 
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of the majority of its people nor the direction the country must take. It 

would seem that even in that most intransigent bastion of racism at long last 

movement is beginning on the road to democracy. It is our hope that now that 

a peace agreement has been signed by the parties, steady progress will 

continue and not be set back by violence or retrograde steps. 

In the Middle East the pace has also quickened: a Middle East peace 

conference is expected to begin this month. an eventuality many thought to be 

far in the future if indeed it would occur at all. This is the outcome not 

only of the new international order but of determined and enlightened 

diplomacy, and we are hopeful for the success of this peace initiative led by 

the United States. While many key procedural issues remain open, this 

opportunity to begin the healing of old wounds must be given every chance to 

succeed, with all parties represented and policies that could impede its 

progress discontinued. 

In Lebanon too there has been some progress; the civil war has finally 

ceased. Lebanon, however, must be allowed to rebuild without foreign forces 

on its soil or domination from others. 

In Cambodia events move steadily forward towards a comprehensive 

political settlement, and the new developments in this process are very 

pleasing. The United Nations must maintain its strong presence in the 

achievement of peace for Cambodia and Indo-China. 

We hope that the proposed conference on the Cyprus dispute will take 

place as planned. The Secretary-General will bring to that conference his 

vast experience and skills and we wish him success in his efforts to find a 

solution. 
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In Afghanistan and Western Sahara we trust that the work of the 

Secretary-General, the resolve of the United Nations ana the positive 

undertakings by the United States and the Soviet Union and the parties 

concerned will restore the processes of peace in these countries. 

In all these events, the trend is a drive for freedom through self- 

determination, more representative government, and individual rights. We 

confirm our belief in the rights of people freely to decide for themselves 

what they want. In our country we have practised representative participation 

in elections since independence, but in accordance with the requirements of 

our customs aa traditions. Only this year did we implement universal 

suffrage after our people had made a conscious choice by referendum that 

universal suffrage should become part of our way of life. 

We have watched and noted the important work of the United Nations in 

eliminating abuses of individual freedom around the world, in particular in 

Central America, where most recently the protagonists in the long-lived civil 

war have finally signed a peace agreement. Samoa's hope is that it will be 

able to participate more actively in the worthy work of the Commission on 

Human Rights, and we enthusiastically support the holding of the World 

Conference on Human Rights in Berlin in 1993. 

While the united Nations has befin successful in supporting freedom and 

individual rights, a matter that casts a shadow over the integrity of our 

approach is the long-standing resolution 3379 (XXX) adopted in 1975, which 

states that Zionism is racism. Learned speakers at this rostrum have 

expounded the anomalous nature of this resolution and we join in the call for 

its reconsideration. 
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It ‘II sometimer suggested that with the end OS the global bipolarism that 

drove the arma, the need for arme control and disarmament is now less urgent. 

To the contrary, my Government feels that we should not be complacent and 

should seire the opportunity created by new world conditions to hasten the 

progress of disarmament. The announcement by the United States that it plans 

to retire a large part of its nuclear arsenal and the very positive response 

of the Soviet Union are promising developments. We applaud these moves, which 

are substantial advances in the nuclear-disarmament process. We look forward 

to similar positive steps from the other nuclear-weapons Powers. 

We welcome the decisions of China and France to become parties to the 

Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty and are pleased that other countries have 

recently done so. It is important that this Treaty and the safeguards it 

establishes be strengthened and observed. The events in Iraq and the 

informat:,on uncovered by the Special Conmission in its inspections sbundantly 

highlighted this need. 

Concluding a comprehensive test-ban treaty remains an urgent priority. 

We think the circumstances are now conducive for the nuclear Powers to take 

steps to negotiate such a treaty, and we urge them to do so. A comprehensive 

test-ban treaty would reinforce global non-proliferation efforts. In our 

region, we have the South Pacific Nuclear Free Zone Treaty, which alrio makes 

an important contribution in addressing nuclear non-proliferation: and we 

renew our plcld to the United States, France and the United Kingdom to become 

parties to its protocols. 

The Gulf conflict has served to focus attention on the dangerous 

proliferation of other weapons of mass destruction as well. We can clearly 

see that there is an ur(Jent need to achieve a comprehensive chemical-weapons 
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convention at the earliest possible date. While no chemical weapons are 

produced in the South Pacific. we have been forced to grapple with the issue 

of the disposal of toxic agents from such weapons in our region. 

We were pleased to see the support given at the recernt Biological Weapons 

Convention Review Conference to strengthening the current regime and we wish 

to see it become universal. 

Equally, the instability brought about by the huge and unmonitored 

accumulations of conventional weapons calls for urgent measures. The 

merchents of death, the arms dealers, are operating on ever-larger and more 

efficient scales. The resulting weapons build-ups contribute to regional and 

ultimately global insecurity. We therefore support the proposal for a United 

Nations-based register 01) arms transfers. Transparency in the 

conventional-arms trade could be the launching pad for more ambitious measures 

at a later date. 

While disarmament should lead to a more peaceful way of life on earth, 

this peace will be of little use to us if the quality of life generally 

continues to be destroyed by our lack of respect for the environment. We have 

beard colleagues from low-lying island countries speak of the threat of the 

rise in sea level to their very existence. That is the reality of the 

situation at its grimmest. Even we in the relative safety of our higher 

islands could still lose most of our coastal laud. 

We must indeed learn and practice respect for the living systems of which 

mankind is but a part. For this reason we attach great importance to the 

convening of the first-ever "Earth Summit", as it is being called. Tha United 

Nations Conference on Environment and Development taking place in Brazil next 

year is aB opportunity for serious stock-taking of the world's resources. It 

is a chance to assess the damage already done and to plan immediate preventive 
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measures. We must strive to maintain an ecologically sound environment whilst 

ensuring that sustainable development is accelerated for the benefit of both 

humankind and the planet. "Eco-development“ is no trendy catchword: it is 

essential if we and the Earth are to survive and prosper. 

We wish to place on record our appreciation to the United Nations 

Environment Programme for the coordination of the Conference preparations and 

in particular for their assistance with national statements for countries of 

our region. 

Environmental matters are certainly of great concern to the Pacific. We 

are pleased ta report that the South Pacific Regional Environmental Programme 

(SPRSP) has been strengthened into a fully autonomous regional organisation, 

with its headquarters in our capital, Apia. Several important environmental 

conventions are in force in the region. These are the Convention for the 

Protection of Natural Resources and Environment of the South Pacific Region; 

the SPREP Convention and its associated Protocol for Combating Pollution 

Emergencies and the Prevention of Pollution by Dumping: and the Convention on 

the Conservation of Nature in the South Pacific. the Apia Convention. 

In addition, the South Pacific Nuclear Free Zone Treaty expresses our 

strong opposition to nuclear weapons and their testing in the region. The 

reasons fo; such tests have become even more obscure to us, with reduced 

globa?. tensions and the dramatic progress that has been made in disarmament. 

The immediate and pressing concern is the danger that these tests pose to the 

fragile environment in which they take place. 

The Convention for the Prohibition of Fishing with Long Driftnets in the 

Sout!‘ Pacific has also recently entered into force. Marine resources provide 

an essential part of t&e life-support system of the island countries of the 
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Pacific, and Samoa is pleased that the importance of their conservation in now 

being rsalined. We welcome the ongoing implementation of the General Assembly 

resolution on driftnet fishing and look forward to the global cessation of 

such practices in accordance with the time-frame set by the United Nations. 

We welcome the undertakings that have already been made in thin regard and we 

hope that not only driftnet fishing but all other techniques that are proven 

threats to the conservation of the resources in question be dealt with firmly . 

A matter that continues to require out attention in the region is New 

Caledonia. The United Nations has adopted a Declaration on the granting of 

independence to colonial peoples and is committed to the eradication of 

colonialism by the year 2003. In this regard, we are encouraged by the 

measures to promote political, economic and social development taken by France 

under the Matignon Accords to prepare the way for the act of 

self-determination in 1998. 

We also welcoms the willingness of the Government of France to accept the 

Forum Ministerial Committee, which rscently visited New Caledonia. Its report 

was both informative and constructive, and we believe that further visits 

should be facilitated. 

The ending of the cold war has political change and reform around the 

world moving at a crisp pace. It also means that the United Nations has an 

increasingly important role in ensuring security and preventing crises from 

escalating into tragedies, as happened in the Gulf War. Guardianship of the 

peace 1 naramount and the Secretary-General’s call for preventive diplomacy 

hy the United Rat-ions must te support.ed. 
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Diminishing world tensions, new-found freedom and the enlightened spirit of 

cooperation provide new hopes of opportunities for all to fulfil their 

reasonable aspirations. But hope zan be easily dashed and turn to bitterness 

if an adequate degree of economic well-being is not achieved and poverty sets 

in. Clearly, priority must be given to providing conditions to meet economic 

objectives. A cornerstone factor is trade - liberalised trade. The Assembly 

has repeatedly heard the call made for the successful and urgent completion of 

the Uruguay Round, and we add our voice to that call. 

Economic security is the key to our success in preventing future 

conflicts. Without it, the stability we have worked so hard to achieve in our 

individual countries and in the world would be in grave danger of 

disintegrating. In our region, attaining and maintaining levels of economic 

development to meet the growing needs of our people is not an easy task for 

small nations of the Pacific, including Samoa. What we have achieved, as late 

entrants into the modern world of economics and international commerce, has 

been to a considerable extent due to the willing cooperation of the family of 

nations. The relative stability enjoyed by our country and our region has 

been the result of our combined effort, and we thank each and every nation for 

their contributions to our development. We hope that we can continue to count 

on their support in the partnership we have forged. 

It is appropriate that we are addressing the Assembly in the week which 

includes the International Day for watural Disaster Reduction, because 

disasters, either man-made or natural, are phenomena which, because of the 

small size of our island nations, have a cruel effect on us. Our region, like 

some others, is particularly prone to cyclones and earthquakes. Besides the 

threat they pose to life and damage to the environment, at their worst they 

are capable of plunging agrarian-based economies like ours into severe 
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daclino. Wo therefore fully aupport any undertaking by thn United Nation8 to 

improve it@ diaartar arrangementa. We would suggert, howavmt, that it ir 

l sssntial that those arrangements go beyond imnediats relief and, a8 well, 

address disaster-mitigation measures and rehabilitation requirements 

adequately. 

I and all of our colleagues have spoken of our aucce88e1, but WI have 

also identifiad the numerous problems and challenges that are the reason for 

the existence of this institution, the United Nations. Together wo can agree 

on standards of conduct, within our individual countries and amongst our 

family of nations, to resolve disputes and maintain peace. We have asked the 

United Nations to assume a greater role in many arean, including peace-keeping 

and monitoring, mediation and verification, and enhancement of economic 

security and stability. We must give it the support required to carry out 

these roles. 

We are at one of the pivotal moments in history when the direction of the 

world can be changed for the better. Too often in the past, when we stood at 

the crossroads, we have been too preoccupied with our disagreements and narrow 

perspectives to grasp tha opportunity. We have the chance now to leave the 

legacy of a secure world to our children; it must not be lost. 

Samoa looks forward with great pride and expectation to the achievements 

which will be initiated by this forty-sixth session of the General Assembly. 

The pmJJ&)JT (interpretation from Arabic): On behalf of the 

General Assembly, I wish to thank the Prime Minister and Minister for Foreign 

Affairs of the independent State of Western Samoa for the statement he has 
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&jr* HQQm (tqusto~isl Guinea) (interpretation from Spanish)! The 

forty-sixth session of the General Assembly is taking place in a spirit of 

true peace, tranquillity and security under the auspices of the international 

community, and the delegation of Equatorial Guinea intends to make its 

contribution to all initiatives and suggestions that may emerge for the 

benefit of free and sovereign peoples. 

I had the privilege of being the first speaker to congratulate 

Mr. Samir Shihabi on behalf of the African States. This time I should like, 

on behalf of the delegation of Equatorial Guinea, to congratulate him on bin 

election to the presidency of the Assembly at this session. His great 

experience and diplomatic abilities are a sufficient guarantee of the aucceas 

of our debates. His country, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, is well known not 

so much as a great country rich in oil resources but, rather, as a contributor 

to and faithful collaborator with the international community in respect of 

the implementation of the principles and ideals of the Charter of the United 

Nations, and as a country that cooperates in the development of the poorest 

and least advanced countries, including my own, the Republic of Equatorial 

Guinea. Through him, I extend our congratulations to all the members of the 

Bureau, in the conviction that with their well-known ability they will 

contribute to solving our problems in the best possible way. 

We express our warmest congratulations to his predecessor, 

Mr. GLido de Marco, Vice Prime Minister and Minister for Foreign Affairs and 

Justice of Malta. and to the members c+f his Bureau for their outstanding work 

during the last session. 
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The previous xpoakera have expreaaed their highest regard for our 

6ecretaryA3enera1, Mr. Javier Perex de Cuellsr, a man of patience, 

determination and a deep sense of responsibility. His self-sacrifice and 

total dedication to the problems of the international conununity and the 

leaat-advantaged countries merit a high tribute from ua, in recognition of tha 

arduous, positive work which, with his great ability, haa brought the United 

Nations to the position that it deserves in the service of mankind. 
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The delegation of tquatorisl Guinea l haror the rincerm general feeling 

that Secretary-Goooral P/ren de Cuillar will romain ia the hearts and minds of 

each of ULI ae ao example of someone who har carried out his duty. 

The admission of aeven oeu Member Stator to the United Nationa is a 

unique event in the history of our Orgaoiaation. My country welcomes this 

development and congratulates all Members on their unanimous decision, which 

once again confirmr the universality of our Organisation. We are happy to 

welcome the Democratic People’, Republic of Korea and the Republic of Korea, 

cour.triee with which tquatorial Guinea maintain8 good, close diplomatic 

relations. We are proud to have rpooaored the respective resolutions on their 

admission. The l imultaneous admission of the two Koreaa is a good omen for a 

sincere, open dialogue that will lead to the peaceful unification of their 

peoples, a8 has been done so commendably by Germany. 

We also welcome and congratulate the Republics of Estonia, Latvia and 

Lithuania, first on their return to the great family of independent, sovereign 

nations, and, secondly, on becoming Members of the United Nations. 

We wish to express equally heartfelt congratulations to the Federated 

States of Micronesia and the Republic of the Marshall Islands and to extend a 

warm welcome to them. 

We are going through one of the best periods in the history of our 

Organization, a ti!rle when, with the long cold war and ideological bipolarity 

behind us, WV are beginning to enjoy relations in a climate of confidence and 

optimism. The rapid disappearance of totalitarian Governments and the 

beginning of the elimination of weapons of mass destruction are the clearest 

signs of this. They call on us to focus our attention on the point where we 

should have begun - recognition and re-evaluation of the human person as a 
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free agent and the protagonist of history, concepts which were being devalued, 

forgotten and weakened by the emergence of incredibly sophisticated machinery 

of destruction. The international community's new awareness of the qualities 

of freedom, solidarity, security and development of the human person is above 

all an encouraging sign of the reconstruction of the world order and an urgent 

appeal to make a reality of the long-cherished dream of the human community. 

I take this opportunity to express the strong indignation of my country 

and Government over the military action in Haiti which led to the overthrow of 

the first constitutionally and democratically elected President, in clear 

violation of the democratic order and in defiance of the United Nations and 

the entire international Community. We appeal to the military to desist from 

its action and restore the constitutionally elected Government to power. 

In my statement in the general debate at the forty-fifth session I said, 

with special reference to my Government's political programme to institute a 

multiparty system as an authentic expression of democracy: 

"The fact that Equatorial Guinea still has only one political party is 

not a contradiction and should not be viewed as unwillingness to allow 

the popular will to express itself. Rather. it represents a preliminary 

educational and formative phase for the population to ensure that we do 

not repeat sorry past experience and that we mature in the process and 

interplay of democracy." (A1451PV.21, T). 86) 

We are now seeing a unique situation in the political history of 

Equatorial Guinea. The Democratic Party of Equatorial Guinea, created in 1987 

as an experimental test of democratic freedoms, with voluntary membership, 

adopted at an extraordinary session on 31 May this year a resolution 
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recomnendlng that that Government drew up l pro9ttumna to open the door to a 

multiparty mystem. Thst resolution, confirmed by thm titmt Extraordinary 

Congress of the Democratic Patty of Equatorial Guinea, hold in Bats from 2 to 

6 Augumt, ham been accepted by the Government of Equatorial Guinea, which, to 

carry out that mandate, has prepsrod and adopted a short-term, medium-term and 

long-term plan. The Ptemident of the Republic, itm Head of State and 

Government, submitted the three-part plan to the people on 20 September. 

First, the short-term plan ptopomem the l laborstion and promulgation of a 

met of laws and provisiona to provide the logs1 framework to guarantee other 

political choices in the country, in an atmosphere of peace, tranquillity and 

political order, which har reigned in our country since 3 August 19791 

tevimion of the Fundamental Law, am a necersaty condition for the promulgation 

of thu other ptovisionsr and the formation and functioning of political 

patties. 

Secondly, the medium-term plan ptopcses the creation by the Government of 

a climate for positive participation by the political patties that have been 

created in forming the country’s elective organs on the erpity of the term of 

office of the present Legislature. 

Thirdly, the long-term plan proposes the creation by the Government of a 

climate permitting positive participation by political parties at all levels, 

as provided for by law, for the consolidation of the pluralist system in the 

Republic of Equatorial Guinea. 

The delegation of Equatorial Guinea is proud to inform the Assembly that 

the Commission appointed to deal with technical aspects of that progranore has 

completed its work and reported to the Government, which in turn is now 
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submitting it to the legislative body, the Chamber of Representatives of the 

People, for its study ana approval. 

The process of democratisation in Equatorial Guinea is not a haphazard 

matter, nor is it a result of foreign influence or pressure. Rather, it is 

born of a deeply felt need arising from the coherent programme of 

President Obiang Nguema Mbasogo, who, after taking power on 3 August 1979, 

decided to educate ana train the population for a democratic system. once 

national unity ana reconciliation had been achieved he began the process of 

democratisation with the entry into force of the Fundamental Law of 1982 and 

the accompanying change from military government to civil and constitutional 

government. It is in that context that we must see the Government's efforts 

to restore peace, order end tranquillity in the country, while safeguarding 

fundamental freedoms and human rights. 

Not content with recognizing, listing and defining those matters in 

article 20 and subsequent articles of ,the fundamental law, the Government also 

created instruments and control mechanisms for their full implementation. 

There was thus created the National Commission of Human Bights under 

Decree-Law No. 7 of 27 September 1990. That Commission has full independence 

and is absolutely free and impartial: it enjoys immunities ana privileges in 

carrying out its functions. 

It is from the same perspective that we must also see the coming into 

force of Law No. 411991 of 4 June, regulating the exercise of religious 

freedom in conformity with article 20, paragraph 5, of the Fundamental Law, 

which says: 

"Every person shall enjoy the right of freedom of conscience and 

religion, individually or collectively, in public or in private". 
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The last pardon granted, on 3 Augurt 1991, which emptied our nations1 

jmilm and clored their doors, confirmr the political will to put into practice 

principle6 and ideals concerning the well-being of persons. 
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On various occasions we have stremred that democracy, understood ns a 

political system permitting popular participation in public affairs, has no 

single or absolute model, but is rsther a form of government based on and 

adapting itself to the realities and values of each country. 

Hence, we note with sadness and a IBbnmO of poworlaasnesr the emphasis 

with which the problem of human rights is dealt with here, disregarding what. 

in our view, should be given the highest priority. I refer to the extreme 

poverty, want, hunger and disease to which virtually more than half the people 

of the world are victim. If  those problems were to be rerolvad, the human 

person would be the focus of development. We therefore resolutely support the 

Secretary-General’s idea to convene a world summit on social development. 

Preserving international peace and security and economic cooperation 

continue to be the common goals the organs of the United Nations should pursue 

with a view to achieving the beat results. He should therefore strike a 

balance between the organs of the United Nations and greater participation by 

its Members. This is the way to achieve the democratitation of the United 

Nations, and thus respect for the will of the majority. 

The delegation of Equatorial Guinea believea that. just aa the United 

Nations tackles social problems, it should also address environment problems, 

which are vital to our existence. Hence we are encouraged at the holding, in 

Brazil, of the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development. 

We believe that the time has come for the humanization achieved in the 

political sphere to be extended to the economic sphere. The linking of 

politics to the econcmy leads us to doubt that there will ever be genuine and 

lasting peace in the world. For t-he poor and least developed countries. 
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cancellntion of the external debt appears to be the first - and inevitable .- 

solution. 

Since 3 August 1979, the date of the liberation of Equatorial Guinea from 

a gloomy and painful past, the reconstruction rind economic recovery of the 

country have been among the major struggles waged by the Government. Many 

initiatives have been taken and many projects carried out. The holding of two 

Round Tables in Geneva in 1982 and 1988 form part of the process; their 

recommendations, and the consequent structural adjustments, have been 

implemented. But for a country seeking to break out of what is barely a 

subsistence economy, this is truly difficult. I take the opportunity to thank 

all friendly countries and donors, as well as the international financial 

institutions, for their valuable support. However, my country is seriously 

concerned over the continued and persistent functioning of the protectionist 

system, which has not only made the Uruguay Round unfruitful, but also had 

negative effects on a country such as ours, which is correctly categorized as 

among the least developed. We view with optimism the recommendations 

contained in the Secretary-General’s report on stable solutions to our 

commodjty problems. In this regard. the delegation of Equatorial Guinea 

welcomes the Japanese initiative to hold in 1993 a summit meeting on Africa’s 

development. 

Similarly, we look forward to the success of the second Programme of 

Action on Africa’s Recovery and Economic Development. We pledge our full 

cooperation t3 the creation of the African EconoTT,ic Community, in keeping with 

the Ahuja guidelines - something which is both necessary and of vital 

import ante for our region. 
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Without indulging in self-praise, 1 must say that the efforts of the 

Government of Equatorial Guinea for the well-being of the ccuntry, and hence 

of the human person, can be seen by anyone who wishes to visit the country. 

It is with deep pride and satisfaction thst we learned of the international 

recognition, in the form of the Humberto Biencamano Prize, extended to Hia 

Excellency Obiang Nguema Mbasogo in Bata on 17 April 1991 by an international 

panel composed of representatives of the European Economic Community, the 

European Parliament, the Nobel Prize, university rectors, representatives of 

the international pros8 and the Director of the United Nations Educational, 

Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), in connection vith the efforts 

for political stability, democratization and economic development of the 

country. 

On behalf of the President of the Republic, the Government and the 

people, I wish to reiterate from this rostrum our thanks to these 

organizations and personalities. 

The delegation of Equatorial Guinea recognizes and commends the positive 

changes made by the South African Government aimed at eradicating the system 

of apartheid, but we regret to note that it has not yet been completely 

eradicated. We cherish the hope that there will be good results from the 

negotiations on a non-racist and democratic constitution fully guaranteeing 

the fundamental rights of all South Africans, in keeping with the principle of 

one-man. one--vote. 

We are concerned over the disturbant-es in the sister countries of 

Liberia, EthioplTr, Somalia and Rwanda, and we urge their leaders to reconsider 

their position:, and, through open and sincere dialogue, find solutions that 

restore peace, order and trnnqui 11 ity. 
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wo are convinced that poaco in the Uiddle East cannot coexist with the 

persistent occupation of the Paleutinian, Arab and Lebanese terr’toties by 

Israel. The reality of the factu requires un to recognire both Israel and 

palentine as free and sovereign States, esch within its own recognised 

boundaries. 

We harbour the hope that the holding of a peace conference, under the 

positive auspicer of the Presidents OC the United States and the Soviet Union, 

will calm passions and bring about a peaceful and lasting solution. 

we congratulate Lebanon on its having achieved natJonal reconciliation. 

The International cormunity should lend support and assistance to that country 

for ita reconstruction. 

We resolutely support and praise the efforts of the Secretary-General 

with regard to the situation in Cyprus. 

We most sincerely hope that the tragic and painful situation in 

Yugnslavia, a pioneer of the Non-Aligned Movement. will retain the attention 

of the international cormsunity SO that a solution acceptable to the parties 

can be found. 

There is general agreement that military options are not the only or most 

desirable way to seek peace. Si vis ~acem, para bellllnl - if you desire peace, 

prepare for war - has lost its validity. 

My delegation welcomes the climate of peace and 

the political and economic negotiations, agreements, 

aimed at establishing a common understanding between 

Latin Arnaric and the Caribbean, wit.h which we are 1 

culture and h.Tcory. It is along this line of think 

tranquillity promised by 

conventions and treaties 

the sister countries of 

inked through language, 

ing that. without enqaging 
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in historical juclqementr or inquiring as to who is right or wrong, we urge the 

Unitad States: of America and the Republic of Cuba to open the door8 to 

negotiations in order to arrive at solutions acceptable to the pooplea on both 

aides, innocent victims of their rigid positions. That is an urgent 

requirement of the new era in which we find ourselves. The international 

community and hirtory will praise and thank them for it. The United Nationa 

is the appropriate forum and the time is right. 

Disarmament has always been the focus of our attention. Although we do 

not produce weapons nor possess them, a5 part of the international community, 

and since we might become their innocent victims, we wish to see their 

complete elimination. Therefore, we welcome and praise the unilateral 

initiative of the President of the United States, reciprocated by the 

President of the Sovil t Union, to begin the process of their destruction and 

elimination. Of course, we must exr>ress our bitterness over the vast amounts 

of money spent on weaponsz such resources could better serve to alleviate some 

of the many ills affecting mankind, but we take consolation in the saying 

“Better late than never”. 
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nr. (Brtonia) I I oxtoad my werm congfatulationm to 

Ur. RhihaDi on him election to the promidencp of the Goneral Assembly at its 

forty-•ixth rormion. Ua alro l tend our rincero appreciation to 

Mr. Guide do Vsrco of Malta and all oarlier Preridents of the Goneral Assembly 

whom effortr have guided and l arichod the work of thim body on behalf of the 

peoplor of the world. At the IW time we exprerm our gratitude and respect 

to the Secretary-General, Mr. Javior Peres de Cuellar, fcr his tireless 

offortr to promote peace and security in the world. The people of Rrtonia 

have laboured and perrevered for generations in order to join this body as a 

fully sovereign nation at peace with its neighbours. We look forward to 

working under his guidance in the United Rations. 

It is with great pleasure that we welcome the Republic of Korea and the 

Democratic People’8 Republic of Korea as full members of this body. With 

equal feeling we welcome the ?eUerated State? of Micronesia and the Republic 

of the Harshall Islands. 

With particular pleasure we welcome the Republic of Latvia and the 

Republic of Lithuania and remind ourselves that the peoples of the Baltic 

States have never gone to war against each other. Instead, we have shared a 

consnon history - colonial domination by stronger neighbours who have fought 

their kdrs on our soil and at our expense. When we entered the League of 

Nations after the First World War our peoples hoped that a new era had begun. 

As we join the United Nations *nd put the Second World War behind us we rer.ew 

our faith in the principles on which this body is based and trust that a new 

era has indeed begun. 

The Estonian people have finally realised their age-old dreivl of 

self-determination. Estonia’s independence as a State has been restored and 
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recognixod by the world cocrunity. trtoaia valuoo highly itm l CCeptaac0 as a 

Hmbor of the United Rationa and rtrnda ready to fulfil itr intmrnational 

obllgationr. 

Uo oatend our hoartfolt gtatituda to thoaa who l upportad UI in thir 

struggle through l o many yaarr. Um 9ivm particular thanka to Iceland - a 

country tha mall mira of which did not rtand in tho ray of moral courage. 

The people of Iceland will l lwaym have a rpecial place in our hirtory. 

Unfortunately, accoptanco into the United Iationr does not rolve the many 

problora m face in consolidating our indopondonco. Contra1 to thoma are 

quertionr that relate to the traditional political and l cononic orientation of 

our country. Pirtorically and culturally Ilatonia haa alwaym had atrong ties 

to nortorn and Central Buropo. That raa true oven under the domination of the 

Eurrian Empire during the l ightoonth aad niaotaonth centurier. Botwoon 1940 

and 1991 the Soviet occupation dirruptod thoao tier but did not raaage to 

destroy them. 

In terms of the political and l conoric dovolopwnt cf tmtoaia, an 

inmediato priority aunt be tha rortoratioa of thorn tier and the rertoration 

of a European way of life. To achieve there aims, ue wish to integrate as 

quickly am possible with the political and oconoaic structures of modern 

Europa. Estonia is already a full member of the Conference ou Security and 

Cooperation in Europe (CSCt), has rtrong ties with the nations of the Nordic 

Council, and has initiated discurrionr on cooperation with the European Pree 

Trade Association. Finally, many members of the Kuropean Comnuuity have 

expressed their interest in our becoming an associate member of the European 

Community. 
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Istonia’s orientation towsrdr turope dear not, however, mean that it will 

fnil to understand the needs and aspirations of the developing countrit~a. 

We feel that we are in fact better positioned to spprsciate these issues than 

the Wertarn countries whose value6 we mharo. The Baltic Stater have emerged 

from a long sad difficult period of colonial rule. We hope that this 

experience augurs well for closn tier and cooperation with the third world. 

Estoniano know full well what it mean8 to live under foreign domination, 

especially when that domination is based on totalitarianism. For that reason, 

Estonia cannot take any position that fails to support the right of all 

peoples to self-determination. 

Considering this, the Government of the Republic of Estonfa recognised 

the independence of Slovenia on 26 September. Independence is the free choice 

of the Slovenian people and Slovenia fulfils the criteria for independent 

statehood under the generally accepted principles of international law. 

Estonia is convinced that respect for the right of the Slovenian and Croatian 

peoples to self-determination is the most effective way to achieve a solution 

to the Yuqoslav conflict in accordance with the provisions of the Charter of 

the United Nations. 

At the same time, Estonia can only accept peaceful means based on 

democratic principles and respect for human rights - as well as respect for 

the rights of minorities. These are, after all, the principles on which the 

people of Estonia have based the restoration of their independent statehood. 

In the short term, Estonia’s highest foreign policy priority is the 

normalization of relations with the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. I am 

happy to report that yesterday the Soviet Union and Estonia established formal 

diplomatic relations. It is in the interest.s of Estonia to pursue a policy 
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bmred on frimndly rolmtionm mnd mtuml rorpoct for nmtioaml rovormignty. 

Rrtonim l lro coariberr it l mreotiml to prerorvo wtumlly bmnofioiml l cononic 

timr with the ropubllcr of t&o U66R. Tbm procondition for thir, of courmo, ir 

continued progromr twmrtlr dmcrmcy in thm ropublicm of thm UIIR, in an 

atmorphore of intornml l tmbility. Brtonim hopor that thorn ropublicr can 

molvo their l cononic difficultiom mod forortmll the violont birintoqrmtion of 

the IJSSR. 6uch an l voat could lomd to 8 civil war capmblo of thromtaning the 

#lability of the l ntiro world. 
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We are al80 concernad by the attitude of the USSR in connectlon with the 

process of fully roaliring Estonian l tatehood. Whfle the State Council of the 

USSR recognised the independence of the Baltic States on 6 September 1991, we 

find that there are political forces and Government agencies of the USSR that 

fail to acknowledge or to accept the rentoration of Eatonis’s independence. 

Those structures show no evidence of coming to terms with the new political 

realities. Most notable is a desire to maintain future relations with Estonia 

8s if Estonia were a constituent republic of the USSR. This attitude is 

prejudicial to Estonian aovereignty and we hope that it will be a8 

unacceptable to the world community an it is to the people of Estonia. 

A separate and immediate issue is the timely withdrawal of Soviet 

occupation forces from Estonia. The Eatonian Government ia concerned about 

the efforts of aome Soviet political leaders to delay the withdrawal of the 

Soviet military from Estonian territory. For example, Anatoly Sobchak, leader 

of the Soviet delegation in negotiations with Estonia, has repeatedly stated 

that troop withdrawals cannot begin before 1994. Estonia understands that 

some time must be allowed for Soviet occupation forces to return home. We do, 

however, believe that this goal can be accomplished with greater speed. 

Of special concern is the continued presence of nuclear weapons and 

assault troops on our territory. We are also disturbed by the continued 

existence of large foreign military contingents in Tallinn, the Estonian 

capit.al, a presence that threatens the sovereignty of the Republic of 

Estonia. For that reason, on 5 October 1991 the Baltic Council decided to 

propose to the USSR that Soviet occupation troops evacuate all Baltic capitals 

by 1 December this year. 
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Rngarding the general isrue of European security, wb applaud thm fact 

that the process of democratiration in the republics of the USSR, taken 

toyethcr with the restoration of the independence of the Baltic States, has 

markedly reduced tensions in Europa. #o longer do we have a trip-wire of 

t*confrontation reparatlng tast and West. This new reality has become the basis 

Ior Estonian national-security doctrine. We do nl\t consider ourselves neutral 

since we no longer see a Europe divided into hostile alliances. Estonia 

wishes to cooperate with ita neighbours on guestions of defence and strategic 

doctrine, an well as with all other members of the Conference on Security and 

Co-operation in Europe (CSCE) in the context of the CSCE process. 

In the spring of 1990, Estonia held parliamentary elections that were as 

democratic aa possible under the conditions the.. prevailing. Now that 

independence has been restored and a flourishing multi-party system has been 

established it is both necessary and desirable to hold new elections. The 

Supreme Council of the Republic of Estonia has decided to call new elections 

in 1992 in order to seat a new and more representative parliament under 

conditions that conform to all generally accepted principles of democratic 

government. 

Of course, the internal political situation in Estonia is not without its 

problems. Fifty-one years of foreign occupation have weakened the political 

traditions nurtured during the period of independence. However, this 

difficult experience has taught us that only a democratic political system and 

a market economy can address the interests of the Estonian people. A 

Constitutional Assembly has been convened to develop a new constitution based 

on that underst.andinq. That constitution will be in accord with the 
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provisiona end principles of tha luropeen Convention for the Protection of 

Human Rightr end Puadunental Premdoma ma l etablirhed by the Council of Europe 

on 4 November 1950. 

In the economic sphere, rtatuter are being prepared that will facilitate 

the convoraion to a mrtket economy based on the rule of law. During the past 

year, laws have been written to mrtsblieh private property rights, protect the 

interests of foreign and domestic inveetorm and institute a fair taxation 

system that ir favourable to private investment. The principles behind these 

laws are in accord with thorn implicit in the membership requirements of the 

International Moaetsry ?und and the World Bank. 

Botweon the two world ware, trtonia warn unique among the nations of the 

world comnunity in terms of its eteadfset and tolerant approach to minority 

rights. Estonian statutes on cultural autonomy for minority nationalities 

were a remarkable exception in a Europe torn apart by hatred and fear. These 

statutes guaranteed to each national group and religious minority the 

opportunity for education in their native language, their own publications, 

the freedom to practise their own religious customs, and freedom of cultural 

sxpreaeion as they saw fit. The revival of these liberal principles will be a 

good basis for cooperation between the many different nationalities living in 

Estonia today. 

During the yearn of occupation a great many non-Estonians were settled in 

Estonia. Many of these people think of themselves a8 having found a new 

homeland and have supported the aspirations of the Estonian people to 

self-determination. We find it self-evident that the citizens of other 

countries residing in Estonia should have the opportunity to apply for 
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citiwenrhip on the barir of a fsir and l quitablo citironrhip law. If they 

wirh to work in Irtonla while remaining citiron8 of other countrior, that 

opportunity will not be arbitrarily denied them. 

The Republic of Estonia and ite people are in the procorm of rejoining 

the world community sftor 51 yearr of foreign occupation. We ohs11 not waste 

this opportunity for which 60 many have suffered. We wish to rejoin Europe aa 

a dsmocratic State, aa a good neighbour, a8 a State that rospoctr human 

right@, and aa a trurtwotthy partner in the affairs of nations. 
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Hr. T-m- (Dominicen Republic) (intorprotstion from 

Spanirh) I It ie a wry groat honour for me to eddrorx the Aarembly at itr 

forty-sixth rerrion and to convey, on behalf of the Government and the people 

of tl;c, Domirlican Republic, our rincore wirhoe for peace and tho well-being of 

all the nations of the Earth. 

Allow me to l xprerr to Hr. Shihabi the conpratulationn of the Dominican 

delegation on hia l loction to the presidency of the General Assembly. I have 

every confidsnco that hir diplomatic skill and experience will ensure that our 

deliberations will be fruitful, will help to strengthen international order 

and mako for an even more beneficial poaco among all the nations of the world. 

I should also like tu l xprexx our gratitude to the outgoing President, 

Mr. Guido de Uarco, for hi8 competence and dignity, and for the manner in 

which he presided over the proceedings of the forty-fifth sesrion. 

Moreover, I wimh to expremr our greetings to Mr. Javier Perer de Cuellsr 

for his inestimable offorte 8x Secretary-General of the Organisation. The 

dedication and the real with which he har dimcharged hio lofty functions for 

nearly a decade, and the courage and devotion he hax shown in remaining in the 

service of the ideala of the United Natiokr, have earned him high praise, 

which confirms the great esteem in which he is held by the nations of the 

world. 

My delegation is pleased to extend a very warm welcome on their 

membership of the Organization to the Federated States of Micronesia, the 

Republic of the Marshall Islands, the Republic of Korea, the Democratic 

People's Republic of Korea and the Baltic Republica of Estonia, Latvia and 

Lithuania. 

Rather than USC the time at my disposal to discuss other serious issues 
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on the 3igenain of the Assembly. I feel it would be more useful to enlighten the 

Members of the Organization about another small problem that affects just two 

neighbouring countries, which are perhaps unique in the world, in that 

together they occupy a small island in the Caribbean Sea and have relatively 

similar problems. 

In our statements to the General Assembly, the question of Haiti has, 

year after year, been a permanent fixture. How could it be otherwise, since 

geography and history have ordained that Haiti and the Dominican Republic 

should be two sovereign nations that are in the unique position of sharing the 

same island? As a result of this ptopinquity, us have been witness to the 

political, social, economic and environmental misfortunes that have, like 

ruinous plagues, befallen the Hkitian people. We have seen and felt the 

burden of the long-lasting tyrannical political regimes that have robbed that 

people of their freedoms. We have grieved at the social inequalities that 

have deprived the great majority of the people of education, health and 

development. As neighbours, we have seen the Haitian people ccme and go, 

weighed down, distressed and broken by abject poverty, and we have watched 

with amazement aa sadness as its arable iana has been stripped of its plant 

cover and has virtually been turned into a wasteland. 

A prolific people, the people of Haiti have not been able to find in 

their OM territory the productive land they need, end we have all observed 

how they have spilled over into the neighbouring area, in endless waves of 

desperation. 

Haiti has been accusing us it. various international forums of violating 

the rights of Haitians and of tolerating slavery-like conditions in the 
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employment of Baitian@ on rugor-cane plantations in the Dominican Republic. 

And yet, a8 many time6 a8 we have spoken before the Assembly on the question 

of Hal.tl, we have done 80 in order to plead for assistance on behalf of the 

Haitian poop10 in a righteous gesture of solidarity. 

This time, after hearing the President of Haiti vehemently repeat this 

accusation here, we resolved that we should set the record straight crnd state 

loud and clear before this world gathering that Haiti's aim ia to subject the 

Dominican Republic to public blackmail and morally bind it hand and feet in a 

futile attempt to prevent the authorities from performing their duty as the 

guardianr of the moat precious attributes of nationhood. 

we rejrct most emphatically the charge6 levelled by the President of 

Haiti In .~is address to the Assembly on 25 September, to the effect that the 

rights of Haitians living in the Dominican Republic are being violated. This 

assertion is an unacceptabla distortion of the facts. Our historical problem 

in coexisting with Haiti is the problem that has been brought abcut by the 

clandestine immigration of the poverty-stricken agricultural and urban manses 

from Haiti to the Dominican Republic. 



It is highly unusual for a Hoad of Stat. to appear boforo the 

ir.ternstional conwnunity to criticire another nstlon for enforcing itr lawb on 

public order. What ir at inrum ir thr clear -zut eaorciro by the Dominican 

authorities of their 1rovoroi9n righta when, in purauanco of immigration 

regulationa, they order the repatriation of l J.iaaa who have illegally entered 

and are residing illegally in ths territory of the Dominican Republic. 

Thousand8 of Dominican men and women have been deported to their own 

country by the authorities of the United SLator, Spain and tha Netherlands 

this year because they were living illegally in the territorima of those 

States. However much we may have been pained by theao actions. it has not 

occurred to UI to take to any forum to denounce the deportation of Dominicans 

as a violation of their rights or as offences againrt mankind. 

Hon can it be fair or legal for Spain, the Netherlands and the United 

States to deport Dominicans living ille9ally in their territories while it is 

viewed as unfair or as an abuse for the authorities of the Dominican Republic 

to repatriate Haitians who have clandestinely entered its territory and are 

living illegally there? 

We therefore reject Haiti’s attempt to pillory the Dominican Republic 

before the international community by accusing it of violating the rights of 

Haitians. The truth is that the great masses of Haitians, strangled by the 

lack of rdequate living space in their own country, have been leaving their 

territory in droves in search of a place where they can settle down, live and 

get ahead. No one, absolutely no one, can ask the DominLcan Republic. a tiny 

nation with an area of just 48,000 square kilometres an3 J popuiation of 

7,350,000, to assume the burden of all the Haitians who have beer. driven Out 

01 their country by desperation and hunger. 
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(Mr, T~YQK~Q Gwaon, 

with the upheaval caused by war in Centrsl America, II little more thsn 

1 million Gustemalans, Selvadoriene. Nicaragusns and Hondurana mve left their 

countries to seek refuge - political and economic refuge - In the United 

States and neighbouring countries. An international conference wag held to 

deal with the issue of Central American r9fUgeOfI, and many programmes and 

activities - aome 01 them under the auspices of UnIted Nations agencies - were 

set up for the benefit of these rOfugOOs. Many of them have proved to be 

effective. 

Hundred@ of thousands of Haitian citizena have come to stay in our 

country. 18 the Assembly aware of the enormous burden which this invasion of 

our economy has imposed on ua, on the economy of a poor country, an economy 

that cannot provide bread, employment, health, educatian, clean drinking water 

or adequate housing for ita own growing population) Ha8 the Assembly any idea 

of the magnitude and enormity of this problem, which is of overwhelming 

proportions given our extremely limited resourcts? 

1 must tell the Assembly that it is impossible for the Dominican Republic 

to shoulder the tremendous burden of this immigration, which has been as 

abundant: and torrential as the rains that accompany tropical storms. That is 

why we make an urgent appeal - an appeal for good will and for the 

international community to come to Haiti’s aid with the dispatch the situation 

requires. It is the supreme gesture of justice for all of us to shoulder our 

fair share of the burden, to make an effort to ensure that the Haitian nation 

is able to accommodate in conditions of freedom aud well-being all its 

children. so many of whom are today desperate refuqees from hunger and poverty. 
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Aware of this situation, the Government of the Dominican Republic wirhes 

to place on record before this world body that it has done everything withAn 

its power to meek a peaceful settlement of the problems to which I have 

referred and to reach wreements betwow the two partier that, to the fullest 

extant porsible, rrapect the righte end ratirfy the requiremonte of both 

countries. It is not inappropriate to mention here that an official mission 

headed by Myrtiho Seletin, the Minister for Social Affaira and Labour, 

recently virited the Dominican Republic on 15 August and had contacts with the 

Dominican authorttieb at the higheet level. 

During these initial contacts between the authoritietr of the two 

countries, it was agreed that another conunisbion, similar to the existing one, 

would be appointed by the Government of the Dominican Republic r.\d would visit 

Haiti to ~urrue the negotiations in a cordial and friendly atmosphere. 

Scarcely two wseks ago the first contact was made. The Dominican commiaion 

has not yet gone tr, Haiti, because the Dominican Secretary of State for 

Labour, who was to head the mission, had to travel to Germany on an official 

visit and returned just a few days ago to the Dominican capital. 

When Haiti's new ambassador, Mr. Guy Alexandre, presented hia credentials 

to the Do‘ninican Government, the President of the Dominican Republic outlined 

for that distinguished diplomat a broad programme of action which the two 

countries might pursue with a view to settling their existing probler .* 

l The President returned to the Chair. 
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Th4bt prograwno p~ovidor, inlrri~, for the following: firmt, the conclurion 

of an aqreowat l mtabllmhing &he conditionm under which Haitian labourorm can 

bo raclcrited for work in the Dominican auger indurtryr l ocondiy, application 

of thim firmt agroament am 8 modal, with ruitablr changem, to other areaa 

which. like the coffoe indumtry, hire large numborm of Haitian workarm each 

year for the harvomtr thirdly, l crmmnlng by the Dominican immigration rorvicer 

of the many Haitian8, both 1~13 and wOm@n, who have boon living for yearm in 

the Dominican Republic and who, in conmmquence, are entitlad to reoidence 

permits as temporary workor and, fourthly, the holding of periodic meetingm 

among prominent intolloctualr from both Haiti and the Dominican Republic with 

a view to creating a climate of understanding between the two countries, since 

everyone is aware of the damage that ham been caused between them by mocial, 

economic and historical factorm, damsgs that teh.dm tn be aggravated by the 

abundance of Haitian manpower in the country, which gives rise to unfair 

competition that depromaom the wages of Dominicans and creates a dangerous 

situation in which the needs of a large part of the Dominican working class 

go unmet. 

Therefore I should like to conclude by assuring all +':e members of this 

world Assembly, especially our brothers in Latin America and in the Americas 

gonerally, that today the Dominican Republic is ruled by a democratic 

Government which respects human rights, which does n,. discriminate against 

any foreigners, which does not foster the ireation or maintenance of 

situations of any kind that may affect peace in nny part. of the world, srd 

which does not favour the establishment of barriers between the various 

members of the human family. 
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zmm (intmrprotmtion from Arabic): I rhall nor call on 

thoae rmprorontativor who uirh to rposk in oxorcino of the ri9ht of reply. 

Owing to (I + *chnical problem, speakers will not be able to we their tablo 

microphones and thus will have to come to ths rostrum to speak in exercise of 

the right of reply. 

HLL.~~~ (Rwanda) (interpretation from trench): The hoad 

of the delegetlon of Uganda, Mr. Ssemogerere, Second Vice-Hinirter and 

Minister for loreign Affairs of his country, in hir atatmnent at thin 

forty-sixth session of the General Assembly devoted a section to Rwanda. I 

should like to thank him for the attention he has given to the problems of my 

country, Rwanda. In that statement the head of the delngation of Uganda ham 

attempted to lo&d us to believe that Rwanda is looking for L ecapepoat for the 

attacks by armed elements from Uganda against it. I reject that assertion, 

which deliberately overlooks historical facts and is thus a distortion of the 

facts. 

I should ?.ike briefly to recall the following facts. On 3 October 1990, 

three dayb after the aggression committed against Rwanda by armed elements 

coming from Uganda, the Permanent Mission of Uganda to the United Nations 

issued a press release, No. l/90, which was circulated at the United Nations, 

in which it was stated that the assailants were deserters from the Ugandan 

Army, the National Resistance Army (NRA!. In the same press release it wa8 

stated that if the attackers were to 90 back to Uganda they would be disarmed, 

arresteG and brought to justice in accordance with the military code of 

Uganda. In support of that position set forth in the press release. the Head 

of State of Uganda, President Yoweri Kaguta Muaeveni, reaffirmed the 8ame 

position at a press conference held in Brussels on 7 October 1990, emphasising 
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that if the demerter8 were to return to Uganda they would in fact be brought 

to jurtlce. A recording rettlng forth this posltion Is In existence. 

?heroforo It ie a verlflablo fact. 

Dn 10 October 1990, boforo the presr in Rampals, Hr. MusevenS, ProriSent 

of the Republic of Uganda, declared tha following: 

"1 doubt very much that the troops that are there in Rwanda can overcome 

the rebel forcor. Most of these are the beat elements of the National 

Resirtanco Army." 

The fact8 X have just recalled undoubtedly constitute elements that 

anyone can analyse to verify whether or not Rwanda is looking for a 

rcapegoat. Contrary to what was said by the head of the delegation of Uganda 

in his statement. to the effect that Rwanda is carrying out a propaganda 

campaign against his country, Rwanda is only re-establishing the facts. 

Rwanda has no interest in finding a scapegoat or waging a campaign against 

anyone, let alone against a neighbouring country with which we aspire to live 

in harmony, with complete transparency and honeaty. 

I ahall not expand further on the basic facts regarding my country’s 

attitude towards refugees. Its position has been frequently expressed, 

particularly since the declaration issued by the summit meeting at 

Dar-es-Salaam on 19 February 1991, at which Rwanda reaffirmed the inalienable 

right of all refugees from Rwanda to return to their homeland, at the same 

time recognizing that this was a measure of extreme importance for the 

achievement of national reconciliation. It is true that, as the sunxnit 

meeting of Dar-es-Salaam recognized, Rwanda appealed for the international 

community’s supporl in dealing with the situation with regard to resettlement 

of those refugees who opted for return to their country. 
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Iaternatioaal cooperation - especially cooperation betwen Braada and 

neighbouring countries - ia essential, particularly in the caw of those 

refugees vbo have opted for solutionn otber than voluntary repatriation. On 

behalf of the Government of Wanda I should like once again to pay a very 

sincere tribute and express our profound gratitude to all those countries that 

have welcomed an6 given asylum to Rmmlan refugees, 

It is recogniwd that tbe problem of refuqees is not tbe concern of a 

single country or a single region in tbe wrld; it is a wrld problem. What 

would happen, tberefore, if every country that accepted refugees wre to help 

them to arm themselves and brutally attack their country of origin? Tbe wrld 

wuld ri?t becoming a pow&er-keg. So far as Africa is concerned, w in Rvada 

. are aware of thxs danger, an d w hope that tbe conventions applicable to tbis 

situation, will be fully applied. 

I refer in particular to tbe convention on refugee8 prepared by tbe 

Organixation of African Unity. Article 3 of paragraph 2 of this convention is 

of extreme importance and great pertinence with regard to security and good 

relations between neighbouring co&&ties affected by the problems of 

refugees. It imposes on the signatory States the duty to forbid tbe refugees 

established in tbeir territories to attack any member of tbe Organisation of 

African Unity by way of activities that are likely to bring about tension 

betveen member States, particularly the uae of arms, vritten publications or 

radio broadcasts. 

I cannot remain silent with regard to the unfounded allegationa of tbe 

bead of the Ugandaa delegation. wbfcb were intended to lead un to believe that 

these attacks were Lunched from Rwandese territory. This ia simply the 
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thoris of the Patriotic lront of Rwanda, which ia attacking my country. The 

reality ir that the Patriotic ?ront har no baror in Rrandese territory. Its 

incurmioar againat the civilian population are carried out from Ugands, where 

thorn armed l loments have boon bared mince 3 October 1990. Thim ir the 

reality: the Patriotic lront is bared not in Rwanda but in the territory of 

Uganda. 

I should like to reaffirm solemnly, on behalf of the Government of 

Ruands, what I aaid in my speech to the General Assembly on 7 October 1991. 

Wands ? l engaged in efforta to find a final solution to the problem of 

Rvaadouo refugee8, which hss been our constant concern since this phenomenon 

began. We unreservedly subscribe to the declaration of the Heads of State of 

the region concerned, meeting in Dar-es-Salaam on 9 tebruary 1991, regarding a 

rolution to the problem of Rwandesca refugees. 

We await with great interest the plan of action that the United Nations 

High Cormnissioner for Refugees and the Orqanftation for African Unity wore 

instructed to draw up. This will be submitted for our consideration next year. 

We subscribe fully to political dialogue with the Rwandese Patriotic 

Front, under the auspicea of the mediator, the Head of State of Zaire. We 

reaffirm that we are wedded to a policy of good-neighbourliness. We shall 

never depart from that, and we expect that the same readiness will be 

expressed by our neighbours. 

Rwanda would like to thank all neighbouring countries that have 

consistently indicated understanding and their readiness to help at this 

Difficult time in its history, Ke should like to taks this opportunity to 

thank all those countries and international bodies that have constantly been 
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concernod about the 8itu8tion. hr8nd8 would lit0 to re8ffirm itr undying 

attachment to the principlea of the Ch8rt.r of the United lI8tioor 8nd of the 

Organiration of African Unity. 

m ,..mm (Albania) 1 In l xorci8ing the right of reply on 7 October, 

the reprerentstive of Oreoce l mph88is.d that the 1989 cen~ua in Alb8nia had 

never been recognised by Greec8. Ronothel8or. thir doea not nlter in the 

least the character of the con~)uI, which w8a held on the baaim of the 

principle of the free erprorsion of nationslity by 811 citi8enr - 8 

univaraally accepted criterion in this regsrd. I mention this detail not 

because it is unknown but to make it clear that, when they talk of hundreda of 

thousand8 of ethnic Greeka, the Greek rmpre8entative8 - not out of ignorance, 

of course - take the Orthodox population of Albania, who live in different 

parts of ths country, aa being members of the Greek minority rsttled in 

Albanian territory. 

Identifying religion with nationality, and putting the two on a par, 

would be abaurd. This logic wuld mean that all Catholics living in Albania 

were Xtalians, French or Germauo, that all the Hualims there were Turks or 

Arabs, that Orthodox Slavs were Greeks, and Irishmen were Poles, or 

vice-versa. In other words, there would be no Albanians in thie small world. 

Taking nationality for religion would not be a serious argument, in support of 

whatever claim. What is more, the Albanian Orthodox population has its own 

mother tongue, culture and tradition, which differ completely from those of 

the Orthodox Greeks. 

The representative of Greece underlined also the fact that there are 

ethnic Greeks in other parts of Albania. That is true. In Tirana proper - 

the capital of Albania - there live the families of 80 university lecturers, 
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of ministerm and of high-ranking officials from a Greek minority of about 

60,000. A few Grookm livo in other citiom, where, oven under the former 

totalitarian regime in Albania, they achieved high position8 in the local 

organs of power. They are all included in the 1989 consum. 

Am for the rights of the Greek minority in Albania, I do not intend to 

enter into details. Au I have pointed out previously, their representatives 

participate in all State and governmental rtructuror. They have their own 

party, which im represented in the Albanian Parliament. Thim the Greek 

Government know6 very well from the contacts it has had with them recently, 

both in Tirana and in Athens. 

The representative of Greece cannot ignore, or with one mtatement 

dismiss, the question of the Albanians of Cameria. Here, we are thinking not 

about the large Albanian cultural and linguistic cormnunity, who recently 

aroused the interest ot the European cornunities also, but about the Albanian 

people living in Cameria, who have for years been subjected to deportat.ion, 

eviction and mass slaughter - especially just after the Second World War, when 

they were forced to abandon their homes and properties under the threat of 

ruthless physical annihilation. 

According to the Greek representative, these people had committed crimes 

during the war, in collaboration with the Fascist and Nazi invadtsrs. Can 

anyone point to an episode in history when children in cradles, pregnant women 

and sick old folk cormTlitted crimes in collaboration with invaders? Even if 

such crimes had been committed, the barbaric behaviour, mass slaughter and 

massacres committed against these people could in no way be justified. 
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(Mt.-khr_b~~ Albrnia 1 

That the Cam1 population fought, aide by side with Greek and world 

resistance movements, againrt the Yascist occupiers was recognised by the 

Allied Powerr. The fact that they did not flee their native land voluntarily 

wan placed on record by reprenentatives of the United Nations and of the then 

United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration, who, during the 

period 1945-46, helped the Cami people who had been forcibly evicted from 

their ancient lands in Greece to aettle in Albania. 

Today these thousands of Albanians from Cambria demsnd the right to 

visit, and eventually to return to, their own lands, but they are not 

permitted to do 80. As a historically recognised entity, they demand to be 

granted all the rights stipulated in the documents of the Conference on 

Security and Cooperation in Europe - namely, the Paris Charter and the 

Copenhagen document - aa well aa in the United Nations Charter. 
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They alro donand that thm Albanian population, which ham boon expelled by 

force from their own ancient lands, rtould onjoy the rame righta am the Greek 

minority in Albania. Theme demsndr have been made public and preeentsU to the 

Greek mid., including the Greek Prime Hinirter, by the roprexentatives of the 

Cami population In Albania. Neither is this unknown to Ur. Samards, who in a 

meetinq with the Albanian Foreign Minister in June thim year declared that the 

Cad issue needs to bo studied in depth. 

It is ilot an unknown fact that Albania is in an extremely difficult 

situation. We would not like any country, still less a neighbouring country, 

to take advantage of this situation in order to impose unfounded claims on 

Albania. 

As a neighbouring country of Greece, Albania wishes to have good and 

friendly relat!.ons with that country. 

Mr. MOM GODQX (Cuba) (interpretation from Spanish)! In the 

statement made in the plenary meeting this morning by the representative of 

Sweden he referred to my country, saying that “Cuba is one trag3 c axception” 

in Latin America. (A/46/PV129, o, 74) 

We should like to know what tragedy he was referring to, because we 

cannot recall any earthquake, volcanic eruption, hurricane or other disaster 

having occurred in Cuba recently. We were surprised that wherr he referred to 

Cuba he did not mention in any way the brutal aggressive policy being carried 

out against a small country by the most powerful imperialist country in the 

world: that is what true tragedy is. 

It would be regretkable if a country with which wa have traditionally 

maintained respectful and fruitful relations of friendship should join the 

anti-Cuban campaign, whose origin everyone knows. 
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cJrL&QIIQGJi&Q (Haiti) (Intorpratmtion from Iroach): The Haitisn 

delogetion has taken not* that tha Minimtor for Roroign Affmirr of the 

Dominican Republic devoted almust hJm ontiro spwch thim afternoon to Haiti. 

We thank him for hi8 kind words at?ut Haiti, but wo murt mako some comments. 

In the first place, with regard to the idea that the Haitian Government 

is conducting a campaign against the Dominican Republic, wo would like to 

point out that the Govornmont ?f k.,. Arimtido wea in offico for lorr than 

seven months. If there ir such a campaign, it wna meveral year8 old when the 

Organirstion of Human Rights, labour organitationr and evan film makers began 

to document the rituation of Haitisn labourore in the rugar indurrtry. There 

ir a well-known book by Maurice Lemoino, entitled Wrn ~llf. (bitter --ugar). 

The current Haitian Government was r.either able nor in a position to finance 

such a campaign. However , WI) must recognise the existence of a situation 

concerning Haitian workers in the Dcminican Republic. We did not invent it, 

an3 at this stage we highly recommend that the Minimter for Foreign Affairs of 

the Dominican Republic read a book on the situation whose Spanish title is 

Uls al myb. written by Mr. Joaquin Belaguer, in which the current 

President of the Dominican Republic recognires how ill-treated the Haitians 

arc in his country. Furthermore, in October 1990, recognising the same 

situation, the Dominican Republic issued a communique on measures for 

improving the situation of the Haitians living in the Dominican Republic. 

We have taken note of the desire of the Government of the Dominican 

Republic to harmonrze relations between Haiti and the Dominican Republic. We 

were very pleased and we hope that the first atJps will be take]) in that 

direction. However, we have also taken note that the Dominican Government 

believes that the presence of the Haitians in the Dominican i:epublic 
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represents a burden that it cannot bear alone. What we are asking of the 

Dominican Republic IIJ thst it aettle migration problems In accordance with 

interr.sticnal norma. We have hsd inslancer of Haitians living in almoat all 

parta of the world who were sent back because of irregular situations, but 

never have Haitians in any country been treated aB they are in the Dominican 

Republic. Of this we have proof furnished by the United Nations Development 

Progranune (UNDP) when two of its representorives noted the repatriation of 

Haitians at the bortier with the Dominican Republic. 

In June 1901 the Dominican Republic issued a decree, without consulting 

the Republic of Haiti. by which it expelled from its territory all Haitians 

under the age of 16 or over the age of 60 who were not in a regular 

l ituation. Since then they have expelled more than 50,000 Haitian citixens 

whore circumrtancea vere not in accordance with the terms of the decree and 

were much older than 16 and under 60 years of age. Among them we found people 

who had lived in the Dominican Republic on a regular basis and were working in 

Dominican State industries. 

If  the Government of Jean-Bertrand Aristide had asked that compensation 

be given it was not as blackmail but simply in conformity with international 

rules a8 compensation for losses incurred not only for lost property but also 

for assets lost by Haitians who had been irregularly repatriated to Haiti. We 

noted with irony that the Dominican Republic is incapable of accepting all 

Haitian workers who lived in the Dominican Republic given the abundance of 

Dominican workers. This is quite correct. However, the fact that the 

Dominican Republic thinks that the first point of an agreement with Haiti 

concerns the sending of Haitian workers for the Dominican sugar industry makes 

us smile. 
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I wish to reiterate here the words of Jean-Bertrand Arirtide, President 

of the Republic of Haiti, that never again shall the blood and rweat of 

Haitiana working In the Dominican Republic be converted into bitter auger. 

Haiti and the Dominican Republic are the two wings of a siagls bird, a8 the 

President of Haiti pointed out. We are aware of this and we shoulrj like to 

work towarda a definitive peace between our two cotlntrisn. 

We are awaiting in all good will a gesture from the Dominican Republ.!c. 
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&r. IRUW (Uganda): The representative of Rwanda, again in his 

statement this afternoon, continuea to level accusations, bordering on 

slander, against Uganda, my country. I will handle the allegation of the 

repreasntative of Rwanda much more gently than he dealt with the facts. 

My Minister, in the course of his statement this morning, clarified the 

situation and outlinsd the position of the Ugandan Government on the whole 

question of Rwanda and the attendant refugee question. The main allegation of 

the representative of Rwanda is that Uganda has given bases to the Rwandan 

Patriotic Front and that it is giving them logistical support. Nothing could 

be further from the truth. 

There are regional efforts to solve the problem of Rwanda, including the 

efforts of various regional heads of State and regional meetings. We have a 

mediator. President Mobutu. The current Chairman of the Organization of 

African Unity (OAU) is now involved in similar efforts, as is the 

Secretary-General of the OAU. 

Uganda has been fully cooperative with these efforts. In fact, we have 

gone the extra mile to help Rwanda solve its internal problems. As we have 

pointed out before. Uganda has allowed Rwanda to station a military monitoring 

team in Uganda to verify its allegation. Similarly, we have allowed the OAU 

monitoring team on our territory. They have not been able to verify the 

hyperbole to which the representative of Rwanda has treated this Assembly. 

Neither the Rwanda monitoring team nor the OAU monitoring group has been 

able to locate any of the bases on which the Rwanda representative spent so 

much time. Indeed. in his report, the Secretary-General of the OAU thanked 

Uganda for allowing them to visit the areas they wished to see and was able to 

report that they did not see any rebel bases. 
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Our region, an8 particularly my country, has made enormous sacrifices to 

assist Rwanda. I think we need to know whether Rwanda is really serious about 

trying to assist the regional efforts and whether it really wishes these 

regional efforts to continue. We take it that by electing to raise this issue 

at this level, they have lost confidence in the regional effort?8 we in Uganda 

are ready to cooperate with the regional leaders and regional effrtrts in 

solving the Rwanda problem. 

Essentially, the problem of Rwanda, which gives rise to this crisis, is 

the failure of the Rwandese Government to accept the inalienable right of its 

people to return to their home country. The refusal of the Government of 

Rwanda to receive those of its citiaens who may wish to go back is, to my 

mind, morally indefensible and legally untenable. 

At one stage, the pretext advanced by the Government of Rwanda for 

refusing to allow them to go back was that they dir? --ot have enough land. I 

believe the representative of Rwanda was in contact with my Government trying 

to plead that case. This excuse reminds me of a harsh parent who harasses his 

children, forcing them to flee to neighbouring houses, and then refuses to 

have them back, arguing that his house is too small to accommodate them. But 

he does not stop there: then he begins lecturing his neighbours on the virtues 

of neighbourliness. That is the position ve find ourselves in with Rwanda. 

We believe we have made quite an effort by keeping the Rwandese refugees 

in our country since 1959 and all efforts by the international commc-.ity to 

assist Rwanda have come to nought. 

In the caurse of this general debate, most speakers have emphasised the 
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importance of countries not hiding behind the barrier of sovereignty to 

violate the inalienable rights of their people. Definitely, a basic 

inalienable right is the right of an individual to return home. 

Having listened to the representative of the Rwandese delegation, I wish 

to pose the same question once again: Is the Rwanda Government really ready 

to deal with the regional efforts concerning their problem or does it wish to 

raise this issue at forums beyond the regional level? My delegation will be 

happy to cooperate with all efforts to that end. 

In conclusion, I wish to reiterate what my delegation stated this 

morning. We. the neighbouring countries of the region which have quite a lot 

of Rwandese refugees, while not expecting the Rwandese Government to be 

grateful for all the humanitarian assistance we are extending to them, do not 

expect it to be provocative. 

Mr. ROCBBREAU de LA SABLIERE (France) (interpretation from 

French): In his statement, the Vice-Prime Minister of Fiji felt that he 

should cast aspersions on my country because of the nuclear tests that it 

carries out on his territory. in French Polynesia. 

My delegation would like to recall that the underground nuclear 

experiments carried out by France in no way damage the interests of the States 

of the region, the environment or the health of the population. This has been 

amply demonstrated by the numerous studies carried out in situ by scientific 

commissions, both national and international, and recently again by the 

results of a mission that was carried out in March 1991 by three international 

agencies, one of them related to the International Atomic Energy Agency. 
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I would add that, in connection with these tests, my country has a policy 

of broad dissemination of information, and it intends to continue to pursue 

that policy. 
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mm (interpretation from Arabic): We have concluded our 

coasiderstion of agenda item 0. 

STATEMENT BY THE PRESIDENT 

The_PRESLDENT (interpretation from Arabic): We have just heard the 

last speaker in the general debate of the forty-sixth session, vhich began on 

Monday, 23 September, and took 27 meetings. During the course of that debate, 

we had the prfvilego of listening to 24 Heads of State, 10 Prime Ministers, 10 

Deputy Prime Ministeru, 94 Foreign Ministers, 5 Deputy Foreign Ministers and 

19 Chairmen of delegations, a total of 162 speakers. This virtually universal 

participation. at the very highest levels, once again demonstrates the unique 

nature of this global forum and underscores the importance that the world 

community attaches to the General Assembly. The presence and participation of 

such a large number of eminent statesmen and world leaders is a clear 

affirmation of their commitment to the United Nations and its Charter. 

Through their eloquent statements and interventions during this general 

debate, they have expressed a common determination to strengthen the role of 

the United Nations so that it can become a major factor of global stability in 

a rapidly changing world. 

Nearly all the statements that were made in the general debate emphasized 

the growing need for the United Nations to play a larger and more pivotal role 

in the evolving new world arrangements, as an irreplaceable global institution 

for the promotion of peace, justice and international cooperation, based on 

the fundamental principles of the Charter. The general debate has 

demonstrated a common acknowledgement among Member States of the positive 

relaxation in international tensions and a common desire to work towards the 

peaceful settlement of outstanding disputes, the strengthening of 
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intornatioaal peace end security, the amelioration of underdevelopment and 

poverty, and the exploration of new epproachee to deal with the proliferation 

of aocio-economic, environmental and humanitarian problems. The attention of 

the General Assembly has clearly been focused on the primary concerns of the 

international community at this delicate stage in world affeire. 

The deliberations during the gezc: al debate were cheracterized by a deep 

awareness of the problems confronting the world community, a strong desire for 

dialogue and mutual understanding, and, overall, a constructive and productive 

attitude. Here, I should like to express my appreciation for the constructive 

position adopted by delegations during the general debate2 I hope that this 

positive atmosphere of cooperation will grow even stronger during the course 

of this General Assembly session. 

At the conclusion of the general debate, may I also thank all members for 

the excellent cooperation extended to me and the Vice-Presidents in the 

conduct of our proceedings, and for their dutiful compliance with the 

modalities and organization of our work, which were commonly agreed upon at 

the start of the session. I am confident that I can continue to rely on 

mer.,be r‘s ' cooperation and support, particularly in making it possible for me to 

commence meetings punctually. 

May I also take this opportunity to thank the Secretary-General, 

Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar: the Under-Secretary-General for General Assembly 

Affairs, Mr. Ronald Spiers; and all the members of the Secretariat staff for 

the excellent cooperation they rendered me during general debate. They have 

been a tremendous source of support to me in my work. 

Finally, may I take this opportunity to express my sincere thanks and 

appreciation to the delegations which congratulated me on my election to the 
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presidency of the forty-sixth session of the General Assembly and for the kind 

words addressed to my country as an expression by the international commuuity 

of its confidence in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. In acknowledging their good 

wishes, I wish to reaffirm my pledge to do my best to justify the confidence 

members have reposed in me. In my work, I look forward to the continued 

cooperation of all members and I am confident that with their support and 

constructive participation we ten make this General Assembly session a great 

success. 

The meetina rose at 6.50 p.m. 


